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Foreword
On 27 October 1998, AGS (HK) and the Geotechnical Division of HKIE jointly
organized a 1-Day Seminar on Debris Flow and Rockfall Hazards Mitigation
Measures. The objective was to provide a timely opportunity for some of the
burning issues on the subject to be raised and addressed. The intention was to revisit
the subject again as soon as we have gained more hands on experience on the subject.
In June 2012, AGS (HK) has decided to hold the second 1-Day Seminar in the series
on 16 October 2012. Noting that the Hong Kong Government has already started the
very successful Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme in 2010, it would be a
good opportunity for the practitioners to share their newly gained knowledge and
experience in the practice of natural terrain hazard mitigation.
The seminar was divided into two sessions. The morning session, chaired by
Ir Leslie Swann, was on aspects related to the regulatory framework, laboratory tests,
Swiss case study, latest development of numerical simulation software for flexible
barrier and design event evaluation.
The afternoon session, chaired by Dr Dick Martin, focused on the full scale
impact tests, landslide mobility modelling, Hong Kong case studies, flexible barrier
modelling, risk evaluation, and the Korean and Japanese experiences. Both the
morning and afternoon floor discussions were recorded and included as part of the
post seminar proceedings.
On behalf of AGS (HK), I would like to thank all the authors of the keynote
addresses and papers, industrial sponsors, helpers and more than 250 participants in
making the seminar a success. I would also like to thank for the organizing committee
for their effort to organize this seminar. Last but not least, I would like to thank the
chairman of the organizing committee (Dr C K Lau) for his excellent leadership to
make this seminar so successful.

Chairman of the AGS (HK)
Barry Sum
November 2012
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The State and Practice of Natural Terrain Landslide
Hazard Mitigation in Hong Kong at 2012
Y.C. Chan & J.S.H. Kwan
Geotechnical Engineering Office, Civil Engineering and Development Department, HKSAR Government

ABSTRACT
Natural terrain landslides are part of the process by which landform evolves. Those on
hillsides close to buildings and important transport corridors could impose a high risk.
Geotechnical control ensures that new developments do not cause significant increase in
such risk. The Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme selects and deals with
catchments known to be hazardous on existing developments. A body of technology built
up in the past two decades is employed for the purpose. The related technological
development continues. This includes consolidating experience on natural terrain hazard
studies, rendering less conservative debris mobility modelling of open hillside failures
and improving detailing of barriers. At this stage, flexible debris-resisting barriers are the
focus of attention, to ensure that they can be designed with better confidence and
creditability, maintained properly for durability, and detailed conscientiously for effective
service. This is done through advanced numerical analysis and physical modelling, under
the joint effort of the Geotechnical Engineering Office, the industry and the universities.
This will be supplemented by instrumentation of the works to collect field data.

Keywords: LPMitP; natural terrain landslides; landslide hazard management; flexible barriers
1 INTRODUCTION
Hong Kong is hilly. Over sixty percent of the territories are natural hillsides steeper than 15o. The landform
is evolving, as can be seen from the landslides on them from time to time. From the Enhanced Natural Terrain
Landslide Inventory (ENTLI) compiled and maintained by the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), some
110,000 natural terrain landslides, including recent and relict (pre-1950s) landslides, have been mapped from
aerial photograph interpretation. Natural terrain landslides usually occur during times of heavy rainfall, as
exemplified in the severe rainstorm of 7 June 2008, in which some 2600 natural terrain landslides occurred on
Lantau Island alone. Most of these took place in remote areas and do not force themselves to the attention to
the general public. Those on catchments fronting developments and transport corridors could cause casualties,
damage or inconvenience, as in the case of the June 2008 rainstorm. With the increasing population,
developments encroaching more on the hillsides, and generally high expectation of the public on slope safety,
the risks from natural terrain landslides have to be attended to.
This paper describes Hong Kong Government’s policy on natural terrain landslides, the state of practice,
technological challenges the industry is facing, and the actions taken to meet the challenges.
2 NATURAL TERRAIN RISK MANAGEMENT
The current strategy for management of natural terrain risk is to contain the risk increase due to new
developments and to deal with risk on existing developments based on the ‘react to known hazard’ principle
(GEO, 2004).
The effort to contain risk applies to both public and private projects starting from the planning, feasibility
study and land disposal stages. Submission of geotechnical reviews of natural terrain hazards to support land
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use planning application may be requested, and suitable geotechnical clauses could be recommended for
inclusion into the land lease.
For public works projects, the Project Administration Handbook requires that in the event of any natural
hillside being present within 100 m upslope of the development or the facility proposed as part of a project,
the project proponent has to seek GEO’s view as to whether a natural terrain landslide and boulder/rock fall
hazard study is needed. For private redevelopments that are major, i.e. resulting in a significant increase in
population at risk, the requirement to attend to natural terrain hazard can be imposed as a condition for
approval of the redevelopment. Decision on the need for such studies is based on, amongst various factors,
the proximity of the hillside and hence the probability of debris reaching the development or facility in the
event of a landslide, as described in Annexes A1 and A2 of GEO (2004) and elaborated in Ng et al (2003).
The basis of known hazard for directing action on hillsides affecting existing developments is landslides,
either as reported and inspected or through interpretation of aerial photographs. Partly for this purpose, the
GEO produced and maintains an Enhanced Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory. From the inventory,
Historical Landslide Catchments (HLCs) have been identified as those fronting existing buildings and
important transport corridors with a history of landslides originating within 100m of the buildings or corridors,
and debris stopping at or less than 40m from them (see Wong et al, 2006). There are about 2700 HLCs in the
Territory. The list grows with new rainstorm events that may give rise to landslides which qualify catchments
for the status of an HLC.
In dealing with natural terrain hazards, the strongly preferred approach is not to carry out stabilization
works to large areas of natural terrain, which would be both impractical and environmentally damaging (GEO,
2004). Instead, measures are implemented to mitigate risk to a tolerable level. For new projects, this could
frequently be achieved economically through adjustments of the development layout and provision of buffer
zones. Where this is not possible, or where existing developments have to be catered for, defence measures
such as debris-resisting barriers would be needed.
3 THE LANDSLIP PREVENTION AND MITIGATION PROGRAMME
The Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme, (LPMitP), received policy endorsement in 2007 and
commenced in 2010. As opposed to its predecessor, the Landslip Preventive Measures Programme that
focused on man-made slopes constructed before the establishment of the territory-wide geotechnical control
system in 1977, the LPMitP commits a part of its annual funding to the study and risk mitigation of 30
vulnerable catchment areas each year (DEVB, 2007).
For the purpose of selecting hillside catchments for the LPMitP, results of the global quantitative risk
assessment exercise by Wong et al (2006) who assessed the order of risk of the HLCs have been used. The
HLCs have been ranked for priority of action based on the estimated risk. When an HLC is considered for
LPMitP action, the HLC close by, as well as other catchments between them, which have similar geological,
geomorphological and environmental settings, would be considered for inclusion to produce a sizeable study
area. This area approach reaps two advantages. It saves the local community from the inconvenience of
repeated access to the hillsides for works that could be needed at close time intervals. The methodology of
natural terrain hazard assessment, which employs geomorphological mapping as the backbone of the process,
needs a sizeable area to collect sufficient data for a comprehensive assessment.
The vulnerability of the catchments within a study area is reassessed upon completion of the assessment.
Those satisfying the definition of HLC would be counted towards the pledged programme delivery of 30
vulnerable catchments each year.
Ng et al (2003) provide for three approaches for deciding actions on a hillside catchment upon completion
of the hazard assessment, i.e. the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) approach, the Design Event approach
and the Factor of Safety (FoS) approach. The FoS approach is used for design of landslide preventive works
such as soil nails. For sizing of defence works, the Design Event approach is used. Under this approach, the
relevant design failure events are assessed for the different natural terrain hazards and any necessary
mitigation measures are designed. The QRA approach provides a formalized methodology to gauge the
relative importance of different parameters and the uncertainties associated with them, and so to determine the
acceptability of a calculated risk level by comparing it to the interim risk guidelines (ERM, 1998). The use of
the Design Event approach effectively implies that defence works are considered for the whole study areas in
most cases. This is likely to be more conservative than the QRA approach.
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4 TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
GEO was formed as a result of the deadly failure of man-made slopes and earthworks, notably those of the
Po Shan failure of 1972, and the Sau Mau Ping failures of 1972 and 1976. It is natural that the office in the
first decade of its existence focused on man-made slopes and earthworks. This includes technological
development. The Tsing Shan landslide of 1990 (King, 1996a; King, 1996b) served as a rough wake up call.
The debris flow, with a total mobilised debris volume of over 20000 m3 and travelled 1 km at its furthest, had
debris deposited on a platform formed for housing development. Natural terrain landslides could be damaging
and even fatal. From there on, the GEO worked with vigour, concentration and creativity to build up the body
of knowledge, methodologies and tools for dealing with natural terrain hazards. Wong (2009) describes the
work and the deliverables. A practical framework of action gradually took shape in the 2000’s and was
judged sufficient for supporting the inclusion of natural hillsides in the LPMitP. This covers natural terrain
hazard study, debris mobility modelling, and design of debris-resisting barriers. The ensuing effort for mass
production reveals room for improvement, for which the work arising from the LPMitP provides both the
impetus and the ground for knowledge development and creativity.
4.1 Natural Terrain Hazard Study (NTHS)
Since the extent of natural hillside study areas could be large, engineering geological approach has to be relied
on to understand the ground cost-effectively. It starts with geomorphological mapping at a scale of between
2000 and 4000, to form views of possible ground surface materials and processes active in the study area.
This is traditionally done by aerial photograph interpretation (API) but the recent availability of airborne
LiDAR high resolution topography information provides an additional set of data for appraising ground
irregularities. API is however indispensable for revisiting the landslide history of the study area and its
environs from which information for enhancing the geomorphological map and judging on the design events
could be collated. The geomorphological map and landslide history are verified and refined by field mapping
of exposures especially those of landslide and erosion scars. Intrusive ground investigation such as trial pits,
trial trenches and drillholes at critical sections provides further information to test ground hypothesis. This is
an iterative process through which hypotheses are formulated, screened and tested. Interested readers may
refer to Hart & Parry (2012) in this set of proceedings for a more detailed discussion of the practice.
Work is underway to consolidate the practical experience from the recent NTHS under the LPMitP with an
aim to documenting the body of knowledge generated and the standard of good practice for guidance of new
comers and benchmarking of quality of hazard assessments.
4.2 Debris Mobility Modelling (DMM)
Lo (2000) reviewed with recommendation debris mobility assessment methods for debris movement on
hillsides in Hong Kong. It recommends the use of the Voellmy model for mobility of channelized debris
flows (CDF). This has to be used with numerical simulation programmes. Lo (op cit) cautioned that
simulation programme has to be validated before use for design. The same applies for the parameters
(apparent friction angle, φ and turbulence coefficient, ξ) for use with the model. This has been done in Hong
Kong using field observations on channelized debris flows at which superelevation at bends provides a means
of inferring velocity. The resulting standard of good practice is depicted in GEO (2011).
Lo (op cit) recommends the use of the friction model for open-hillside failure (OHF) debris mobility.
While much can be said to justify such an approach (e.g. see Hungr, 1998), one may wonder whether pure
frictional behaviour can account for the long runout distance of 100 m or more, and the possible turbulent
motions involved in the runout process. The hard reality is that in the absence of any velocity information,
benchmarking of the two-parameter rheological model (e.g. Voellmy model) against field data has not been
possible. Lo (op cit) recommended the use of lower bound apparent friction angle values in design. The lower
bound values have recently been reviewed with the benefit of 73 additional long-runout cases, see Figure 1.
The lower bound values were found to remain valid.
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Figure 1: Apparent friction angle of open-hillside failures

It could be noted from Figure 1 that there is a wide range of apparent friction angle, some well above the
lower bound values. There is at present no means of classifying an OHF for determining the apparent friction
angle other than that of debris volume. For the critical decision of whether defence barriers or other measures
are needed or not, it is advisable to use the lower bound values. For assessment of the frontal velocity at the
location of the barriers, the use of the lower bound values could result in very conservative designs. This is
being attended to by examining the velocity profile of the 73 long-runout cases, from which ceiling values
were observed as depicted in Figure 2. The plot excludes cases with ground profiles that contain a very steep
segment, which provides a criterion for screening situations where the velocity ceiling is not applicable. This
approach makes sense if the resistance against movement is velocity-dependent such that the velocity profile
depends on both the ground profile and the debris property. This is judged to be theoretically true for the
long-runout OHF.

Figure 2: Velocity ceiling values for open-hillside failures (theoretically historical maxima)
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In the longer term, the runout data have to be reviewed with material and landslide classification, for
grouping of OHF and lower bound values for individual groups. A further refinement could be to use a
percentile value of the apparent friction angle for assessing design velocity coupled with an examination of
implications of the designed defence barrier being overwhelmed, to search for measures to contain the damage
from this eventuality.
The issue with lower bound values of flow model parameters also applies to CDF. Defence barriers for
CDF are concentrated within or at the outline of natural drainage lines instead of stretching across a wide
hillside. Conservatism in velocity estimation will add to the cost, but not as seriously as in the case of OHF.
Refinement of the debris mobility model for CDF will be lower in priority accordingly.
4.3 Rigid Debris-resisting Barriers
Rigid barriers in Hong Kong are of reinforced concrete construction, and mostly deployed to intercept CDF.
They are designed to resist the impact force of the debris and occasional boulders in the debris. Lo (2000)
recommends the use of the hydrodynamic pressure equation (i.e. p = α ρ v2 where p = debris impact pressure,
α = dynamic pressure coefficient, ρ = debris density and v = debris impact velocity) to estimate the debris
impact load and Hertz Equation (with appropriate load reduction factor) to estimate boulder impact load.
Kwan (2012) updated Lo (2000) in respect of the value of dynamic pressure coefficient, upon which the
coefficients are revised down as 2.5. GEO (2012) provides the latest standard of good practice for the subject.
Work is ongoing to consolidate experience on detailing of rigid debris-resisting barriers, to reduce the
likelihood of scouring and erosion of ground and blocking of key storm water drains by water laden with some
debris that flows out of a catchment struck by a debris flow, and to reduce the amount of debris that could
escape the containment of the barrier. Impediments to disperse debris in the retention basin and protective
backing to even out debris and boulder impact forces are also being examined.
4.4 Design of Flexible Debris-resisting Barriers
Proprietary rockfall barriers are available from many suppliers. They are mostly based on empirical design
and verified by full scale testing. However, more and more, designers also revert to numerical simulation to
analyse and gain better understanding of the performance of their barriers. Rockfall barriers are rated by the
energy that a set of panels can absorb without being breached, and tested and certified against various national
or European standards (EOTA, 2008).
A flexible barrier to intercept debris is viewed with favour for its lesser intrusion into the environment. Lo
(2000) reviewed the use of flexible debris-resisting barrier. Implicit in its recommendation is the design of the
barrier to resist the full energy of the debris. This is likely to be conservative because as the debris deposits
behind the barrier, the deposited debris will dissipate some of the impact energy through base friction or
internal deformation. Wartmann & Salzmann (2002) described a design approach under which the energy
from the first 4 seconds of the estimated peak flow of the debris is to be resisted. This gave way to the force
approach described in WSL (2009) for which a multi-stage surge model with consideration of the hydrostatic
pressure given by debris disposition and dynamic impact pressure was suggested. Observations on barriers in
the field and large scale flow tests outside Hong Kong are being carried out to validate the design assumptions
and determine the range of impact factors. Meanwhile, not all practitioners view the change favourably.
Hungr (2011) expressed caution against the force approach of design for reason of little verification data. It
was felt acceptable to try out designs for some cases with debris velocity below 12 m/s, to gain experience.
For the moment, amidst the lack of knowledge, some flexible debris-resisting barriers under the LPMitP
have been designed based on energy consideration. Sun & Law (2012) proposed analytical solutions for
calculating the energy loading in this respect. Individual teams are also experimenting with the force
approach of design, including numerical analysis of flexible barrier-debris interaction (Yiu et al, 2012),
flexible barrier force-deformation simulation (Chan et al, 2012), and structural design of the barrier structure
(Ng et al, 2012). Kwan & Koo (2012) study a case history of Hong Kong in which a boulder fence was struck
by an open-hillside failure.
In due course, large scale or even full scale tests will be required to calibrate the impact pressure
coefficient, the pressure distribution and the dynamic capacity of barrier structures to fully validate barrier
designs as well as the design approach for general use in Hong Kong. For that purpose, the Geotechnical
Division of the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers has set up a task force to explore suitable procedures and
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set up of large scale tests. Meanwhile, the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology embarks on a
study using their centrifuge facility to investigate the debris-barrier interaction with an aim to producing data
for calibration of numerical analyses. Until sufficient knowledge has built up for developing a suitably robust
design methodology which is also validated for deployment with confidence, provisions should perhaps be
made to facilitate a return later to upgrade the barriers with minimum disturbance to the local communities
when needed.
4.5 Measures to enhance barrier effectiveness
Since the construction of the first rigid debris barrier in Hong Kong in 1999 at Sham Tseng, baffles in form of
pillars behind the barriers are often used to reduce the impact on the barrier or help spread the debris front.
These have been prescriptive in nature. Flume tests are however in progress at the University of Science and
Technology (see Ng et al, 2012).
Barriers have so far been used in single rows in Hong Kong. There may however be cases at which the site
setting favours a series of barriers along the flow path to provide the total retention capacity, or flattening the
gradient of the flow path to reduce entrainment. A review of overseas practice on the design of multiple
barriers has been completed recently. The review report together with a suggested preliminary design
framework is presented in Kwan et al (2012).
4.6 Other design considerations
Flexible debris-resisting barriers are often installed to retain open-hillside failures. At the surface of the
hillside are layers of regolith that may vary from saprolite to colluvium of a range of grading and density. The
thickness is also variable. The barriers have to be provided with robust foundation and anchors to resist the
impact, as well as the effect of the weight of the debris on the slope, see Figure 3. If baffles are provided, they
have to be supported and anchored as well. These foundation supports are mobilised at different stages of the
debris impact. With care, it is possible to provide an integrated foundation system that could take the load in
sequence, and hence economise on the construction. Where considered necessary, provisions could also be
made for an additional line of barriers in the future, if found necessary by circumstances.

Figure 3: An integrated foundation system

Suitable locations for constructing debris barriers are difficult to find. Rigid barriers are designed for up to
100 years or so. Unless a debris hit renders it beyond repair, one would wish to remove the debris retained,
and repair it for continuous use. Some barriers are provided with accesses for a small loader to move in for
the purpose. For others, a light jib established at the top of the barrier wall could help remove debris from the
barrier where it could be carted away through a combination of different means (e.g. vehicles, conveyer belts
or chutes).
The same applies to flexible barriers hit by a debris flow. It would be inconceivable to leave the debrisfilled barrier to remain on the hillside, conspicuous visually and a continuous source of mud at the time of
heavy rainfall. Upon impact, the barrier would deform significantly. The net, the brake elements and some of
the cables would have to be replaced. Holes can be cut in the barrier nets or barrier nets could be dismounted
for removing debris from behind the barrier. Where possible, appropriate detailing and provisions should be
incorporated in the mitigation works design to facilitate debris removal.
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Except for the footing of the posts, flexible barriers are all steel, and steel in the humid subtropical climate
in Hong Kong rusts unless well protected. The key elements of barriers specified for use in Hong Kong are
hot-dip coated with an aluminium-zinc alloy. According to the information by barrier manufactures, these
could stand at least 25 years unless badly scratched during transportation and installation and the damaged
coating not properly repaired. Small but equally important accessories, in the form of wire rope grips and
clips, shackles, thimbles, and bolts and nuts, are less protected either because they cannot be hot-dip coated as
in the case of bolts and nuts with the delicate threads on them, or too small to develop the full thickness of
coating. Rust may start to appear on them in due course which would render their effectiveness doubtful.
Replacement within the rated performance life of 25 years is not acceptable to Hong Kong given the scale it is
using the barriers. A set of guideline has been drafted on maintaining flexible debris-resisting barriers which
includes yearly routine inspections for signs of corrosion, cracks and fractures, as well as loosening of bolts.
A review will be carried out in about 10 years’ time which would include dismantling panels of barriers for
detailed examination to assess the structural conditions of all its components. Similar reviews will be repeated
at five-year intervals to collate data on corrosion of the barrier components and implications on their structural
integrity and soundness. In due course, a decision would be made on overhauling flexible barriers beyond a
particular age by dismantling all panels and re-erecting them with replacement of members which are heavily
affected by corrosion or other defects that arose since their first installation.
4.7 Information to validate design methodology and designs
The design of debris-resisting barriers are fraught with uncertainties, in respect of the debris-barrier
interaction and hence the stresses on them. This is especially the case for flexible barriers where there is no
information on how rockfall barriers deform and shed energy when they are hit by voluminous debris, and
where the history of the force approach of design has been short with few cases for deducing the dynamic
impact pressure distribution. Those used for resisting open-hillside failures have to face one more uncertainty.
So far, there has not been measured velocity to calibrate debris dynamics models. To advance technology, we
have to arrange for field measurements and laboratory testing.
Instrumentation is being planned for both rigid barriers and flexible barriers, as shown in Figure 4. The
physical quantities to be measured include the debris front velocity and depth, impact pressure and wire rope
tensions. Instrumentation is expensive. The location of hitting by debris cannot be predicted. It will be too
expensive to fully instrument every panel of flexible barriers comprehensively in particular for barriers that
mitigate open-hillside failure. If only selected panels are instrumented, there is a chance that the instrumented
panels will miss the landslide impact while other non-instrumented panels are hit. On balance, it is better to
install all panels with inexpensive instruments, even though it may only be able to render a rough picture.
Unless we have high confidence of the path of debris movement, comprehensive monitoring of a few panels
may not be a good tactic.
3
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Section A-A

Figure 4: Instrumentation plans for debris-resisting barriers
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5 FURTHER THOUGHTS
Rockfall barriers have followed a long tradition of empirical design, with barriers having evolved up the
energy rating and with new features added. This is assisted and verified by full scale load test such as that
described in EOTA (2008). Increasingly, numerically modelling is carried out to assist extending a line of
models to higher energy rating; but on the whole this does not appear to be an essential step.
The design of flexible debris-resisting barrier may not have to follow the same tradition for two reasons.
First, it is much easier to standardise rockfall scenarios for testing and verifying designs than for debris flow
events which are highly variable in material type and water content. Second, the force approach of design
predisposes the barriers to traditional structural design, although tests would still be needed to calibrate the
dynamic impact pressure distribution. Given the high energy involved, some users would prefer the designed
barriers be tested structurally. The tests for the dynamic impact pressure distribution and the structural
verification tests can be combined into one, but it may be more convenient to separate the two tests.
The test for dynamic impact pressure distribution or barrier-debris interaction would traditionally be in the
form of a chute along which debris will flow to develop velocity. It is the perception of the authors that the
efficiency at conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy may not be high because of the debris/chute
surface friction. The disintegration of debris mass on the journey down the chute would make it difficult to
replicate real debris motions. Debris deposition on the way down, if occurred, could make it even more
difficult to control the test conditions including density, impact volume and velocity of the debris front. More
importantly, repeatability of the test cannot be guaranteed.
For that, the authors are playing with the idea of debris traveling down an incline on a carriage. The
carriage is stopped quickly at before the flexible debris-resisting barrier to be tested, upon which the debris
discharges to the barrier through a door opened at the right moment, Figure 5. It may not an exact replica of
the debris front from a natural open hillside failure, but its form and velocity will be much more reproducible
and hence useful for investigating the effect of changes in debris properties on the barrier’s structural response
subject to debris impact.
Carriage containing debris, originally on slope crest

Test flexible debris-resisting barrier
Carriage stopped and front door opens

Figure 5: A wild idea - load test on flexible debris-resisting barriers using carriage

The keys for success in this system, apart from sufficient drop in elevation of the carriage for potential
energy gain, are the size and weight of the carriage. When the scheme is scaled up, there will be a point at
which the carriage gets too heavy to be stopped quickly. The quality and ingenuity of design of such a
scheme would be measured in terms of getting a certain debris capacity at the lowest weight of the carriage
and reliable safety provisions to prevent it running uncontrolled.
For the structural validation test, the authors are thinking of a horizontal frame for mounting a barrier
panel, with debris placed on top. The test frame and debris is lowered into a free drop for a predetermined
height and then arrested (see Figure 6). The amount of debris and height of drop would be selected to give the
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critical dynamic stress that a barrier is designed for. Results can also be used to calibrate structural analysis
programs.
Frame containing debris
Flexible debris-resisting barrier
Frame falls freely

Frame stopped suddenly

Figure 6: Another wild idea - a 'free fall' test

6 CONCLUSIONS
Since the Tsing Shan debris flow of 1990, the GEO and its partners in the industry and universities have been
actively working together to acquire and develop technology for managing natural terrain hazards in Hong
Kong. A working set is in place for the launch of the Landslip Prevention and Mitigation Programme
(LPMitP) in 2010. The set follows the best international practice suitably adjusted and improved for the local
conditions. Mass production for the LPMitP showed much room for improvement, to enhance certainties and
trim down conservatisms. This challenge is being tackled head on. Progress is inspiring with possible
breakthrough hopefully in the near future. For those who are part of this action, this is an exciting time. For
those yet to join, do not feel disappointed. Much remains to be done. Technological challenges and room for
innovation is what makes geotechnical engineering so attractive.
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Flume Modelling of Debris Flow Resisting Baffles
C.W.W. Ng & C.E. Choi
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology

J.S.H. Kwan, H.Y.K. Shiu, K.K.S. Ho & R.C.H. Koo
ABSTRACT
Hong Kong has a substantial portion of its dense urban development located on or near steep
hillsides. Natural terrain covers over 60% of the total land area (about 1,080 km2) of Hong Kong.
Nearly 50% of the natural terrain is sloping at 25° or more. Debris flows from natural hillsides
could be hazardous natural disasters, comprising high energy level that can result in serious
consequence to life. Landslide risk mitigation measures, such as check dams and baffles, are
often proposed to manage the risk posed to downstream facilities. Although baffles have been
employed to disperse and attenuate landslide debris in Hong Kong, the design of baffles is
essentially empirical. Due to lack of reliable and well-instrumented physical model tests and
field measurements, theoretical and numerical analyses have not been calibrated and verified.

A collaborative research project has been launched recently by the Geotechnical
Engineering Office (GEO) of the Civil Engineering and Development Department
(CEDD) and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST) to
investigate the dynamics of debris flows obstructed by baffles with various
configurations, and to provide physical model test data for calibrating theoretical models
and numerical analyses. 29 model tests have been carried out in a 5 m long flume at
HKUST. For ease of interpretation and calibration of theoretical models and numerical
analyses, dry sand is used in each test. Key configuration parameters considered in these
tests include (i) height of baffle, (ii) number of rows of baffles, (iii) space between
baffles, and (iv) degree of transverse blockage by the baffles. Froude numbers of
between 2.7 and 3.4 are adopted to characterise the typical debris flow mechanism in
Hong Kong. Photoconductive and laser sensors are installed to measure frontal velocity
profiles within the transportation zone and flow depths along the channel of the flume,
respectively. A high-speed digital camera with a maximum frame rate of 759 frames per
second and resolution capability of 1024 × 1024 is adopted to capture the flow dynamics
and interaction of debris with baffles. In this paper, some salient details of this laboratory
programme will be introduced and some preliminary observations of flow mechanism,
pending detailed analyses, will be highlighted.
Keywords: baffles; debris flow; physical modelling; flume
1 INTRODUCTION
Debris flows originate on steep natural hillsides can travel at high velocities. Debris discharge gives rise to
destructive impact forces and may result in loss of life and damage to property. Debris flows are complex as
segregation and entrainment (Bowman et al. 2010) can occur concurrently during the flow process. Zhou &
Ng (2010a) carried out Discrete Element Analyses to investigate the fundamental mechanism of reverse
segregation and proposed a new dimensional contact force number to explain the mechanism of a dry granular
body. It is found that reverse segregation affects flow mobility and the flow regimes at the front of a granular
flow body significantly. By analysing a large amount of field data using dimensional analysis, Zhou & Ng
(2010b) characterise the mechanisms of debris flows that occur frequently in Dongchuan City in the Yunnan
Province of China. Debris flow mitigation measures are often constructed to protect facilities in vulnerable
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areas (Mizuyama 2008). The mitigation measures may include the use of rigid and flexible barriers, levees,
slit dams, array of baffles, etc. They serve as defensive measures to impede debris motions or retain debris.
An array of baffles is a type of debris-resisting structure which reduces the flow energy. The primary
function of baffles is to perturb the flow pattern such that the flow slows down as it approaches each block.
Baffles can be positioned on slopes, upstream of rigid barriers (see Fig. 1), or within debris deposition basins
(Cosenza et al. 2006).
There is an obvious influence of baffle geometry on flow interaction (Haukksson et al. 2007; Bugnion et al.
2012). The influence of array configuration on debris flow impedance in terms of number of rows, spacing
between successive rows, baffle height, and transverse blockage due to the baffles has not been systematically
studied. It is essential to optimise the configuration in order to more effectively impede debris mobility.
Furthermore, it would be beneficial to reduce the arrays footprint on slopes for ease of construction on natural
terrain. Comprehensive experimental studies of small scale baffles interacting with flow regimes that
characterise typical debris flows are not yet available in the literature.
This study aims to simulate debris flows with suitable approach flow regimes that are to be impeded by
baffles. Details of the model setup and testing programme are given in the following sections.

Baffles

Figure 1: Baffles positioned in front of rigid barriers at Sham Tseng Shan Tsuen (Hong Kong)

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Scaling
The Froude number (Fr) is used for scaling free-surface flows. It is a dimensionless number that is
proportional to the square root of the inertial forces over the weight of the fluid. The Froude number is given
as:
Fr 

v
gh

(1)

where v = frontal velocity (m/s), g = gravitational acceleration (m/s2), and h = flow depth (m).
Debris flow can be characterised with approach Fr ranging from 0 to 4.5 (Arrattano et al. 1997 & Hubl et
al. 2009) based on field observations. For simplicity, Fr ≈ 3 is adopted for modelling typical debris flows in
Hong Kong. This corresponds to debris flow events with approach velocities of about 10 m/s and an approach
flow depth of about 1 m. Details of the scaling process and control test are described below.
2.2 Flume model
Further to experimental investigations of debris flow mechanisms by Law et al. (2008) and Zhou et al. (2009),
a new 5m long rectangular flume (see Fig. 2) with a channel base width of 0.2 m and height of side walls of
0.5 m is developed in HKUST to investigate the interaction of debris flow and baffles positioned within the
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transportation zone. The channel inclination can vary from 0° to 55°. The external frame surrounding the
flume allows instrumentation and lighting to be mounted on and repositioned with convenience. Debris
material is contained in a storage container located at the most upstream end of the flume. The storage
container has a maximum storage volume of 0.08m3 and is equipped with a spring-loaded door. The springloaded door is secured by a magnetic lock.
2.3 Instrumentation
Ten photoconductive sensors are installed throughout the base of the flume at intervals of 0.5 m.
Photoconductive sensors are essentially light sensors. When debris passes over the sensor, a signal is sent to
the data logger at that particular instant. With the known spacing and difference in time at which signals are
received between two sensors, the average centreline frontal velocity can be deduced along the entire
transportation zone. In addition, laser sensors are mounted over the top of the channel to measure flow depths
at specific locations along the centreline of the flume. Furthermore, high speed cameras are positioned above
and to the side of the flume to capture the flow dynamics. The full resolution capacity of the cameras
comprises 1024 × 1024 pixels and the cameras can capture up to 759 frames per second.

Figure 2: The 5 m flume model

3 TESTING PROGRAMME
Table 1 gives details of the 29 tests consisting of a control test and 28 other baffle configurations within the
channel. Details are discussed below.
3.1 Control test
The location along the flume, source mass and inclination angle are variables which influence the Froude
number. In order to attain the appropriate flow regime upon incipient impact with the baffles, a series of
systematic calibration tests were conducted. From the calibration process, it was established that a distance of
0.8 m downstream from the storage container, a source mass of 100 kg, and a channel inclination of 26° are
appropriate in attaining flows with Fr ≈ 3, which are applicable to typical design events in Hong Kong.
The approach flow heights as measured by laser sensors and a high speed camera positioned on the side of
the flume (both positioned 0.8 m downstream from the storage container) are shown in Fig. 3. The flow
depths as measured by laser sensors and captured by the high speed camera are consistent with each other.
The approach flow depth measured for 2 s of the flow process ranges from a lower bound of 76 mm to an
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upper bound of 96 mm. The control test was repeated for three times in order to demonstrate the test
repeatability. The frontal centreline velocities measured in the tests are presented in Fig. 4. The frontal
velocity ranges from 2.6 to 2.8 m/s. Coupling the approach flow depth and frontal velocity measurements
results in Fr between 2.7 and 3.4.
3.2 Baffle configurations
Three baffle heights are studied, i.e. baffles with heights of 0.75, 1 and 1.5 times the approach flow depth, h =
80 mm; relative baffle height to the approach flow depth allows for ease of application to prototype
conditions. In addition, tests are conducted with different degrees of transverse blockage; transverse blockage
corresponds to the percentage of the channel width occupied by baffles. For example, for 30% transverse
blockage, each row of baffles occupies 60 mm of the 200 mm channel width. Transverse blockage
percentages are adopted for ease of applicability to prototype conditions. Three transverse blockages are
examined, namely 20%, 30% and 37%. Furthermore, the number of rows investigated ranges from 1 to 3 with
spacing between successive rows of either 50 mm or 100 mm. Baffles are arranged in a staggered
configuration which disrupts streamlines between successive rows with optimal energy dissipation (Peterka
1978; and USFHA 2006). Some details of the testing programme consisting of 28 tests are given in Table 1.
Test ID1

Baffle height2

H0_R0
H075_R2_L5_T2
H075_R2_L10_T2
H075_R3_L10_T2
H075_R1_T3
H075_R2_L5_T3
H075_R2_L10_T3
H075_R3_L5_T3
H075_R3_L10_T3
H1_R1_T25
H1_R2_L5_T25
H1_R2_L10_T25
H1_R3_L10_T25
H1_R1_T3
H1_R2_L5_T3
H1_R2_L10_T3
H1_R3_L5_T3
H1_R3_L10_T3
H15_R2_L5_T2
H15_R2_L10_T2
H15_R3_L10_T2
H15_R1_T25
H15_R2_L5_T25
H15_R2_L10_T25
H15_R3_L10_T25
H15_R1_T3
H15_R2_L5_T3
H15_R2_L10_T3
H15_R3_L10_T3

-

where

0.75h

h

1.5h

Table 1: Test programme
Number of
Spacing between rows
rows
(mm)
2
50
100
3
1
2
50
100
3
50
100
1
2
50
100
3
1
2
50
100
3
50
100
2
50
100
3
1
2
50
100
3
1
2
50
100
3

Transverse blockage
(%)
0
20

30

25

30

20

25

30

1

H: baffle height; R: number of rows; L: spacing between successive rows; T: degree of transverse blockage
h: approach flow depth (0.08 m)

2

4 MODEL SETUP AND TESTING PROCEDURE
Dry Leighton Buzzard Fraction C sand is used for the present flume experiments. Leighton Buzzard fraction
C sand is composed of uniform grains with diameters of 600 μm. The grain size is selected to ensure arching
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of particles is minimized based on slit-dam empirical relationships (Watanabe et al., 1980 & Ikeya et al. 1980).
The interface friction angle between the channel base and the sand is measured in the laboratory as 22.6 0.
Upon preparation of all instrumentation, the storage container door is secured with the magnetic lock. Dry
sand is then placed in the storage container to an initial density of 1680 kg/m3. The flume is then gradually
inclined to 26° and the instrumentation is connected to the data logger. The spring loaded storage door is then
released by deactivation of the magnetic lock and caught by a hook mechanism at its highest point of accent to
prevent impediment of sand discharging downstream. Synchronously the door opens and the data logger is
triggered to obtain measurements at a sampling rate up to 10 000 Hz. Flow surges downslope and continues
into a deposition container.

Figure 3: Flow depth measurements at 0.8 m downstream from storage container

Figure 4: Frontal velocity profiles

5 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
Preliminary interpretation of experimental results reveals that an increasing number of rows is the most
effective way in reducing the kinetic energy of debris flow. Comparing with unobstructed flow, the use of
three rows of baffles can provide up to 40% energy reduction. Furthermore, the effect of increasing the baffle
height from 0.75h to 1.5h and increasing the degree of transverse blockage from 20% to 37% on the energy
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reduction is minimal during more developed stages of flow. Further interpretation is undertaken to study the
interaction mechanism, baffle configuration, and improve the understanding for possible field application.
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Protection against Debris Flows with 13 Flexible Barriers in the
Milibach River (Canton Berne, Switzerland) and
First Event Analysis
C. Wendeler, B. Haller & H. Salzmann
ABSTRACT
The villages Hasliberg Reuti and Meiringen in Switzerland were affected by flood and debris
flow events resulting from unusually large rainfall in August 2005. The endangerment of these
settlements was not consistent with the existing damage potential and thus the need for action was
very great. Due to the inherent instability of the alénien schist materials (the friction coefficient of
saturated material is very low) within the catchment, conventional preventive stiff measures (e.g.
rigid barriers) could not be used for the sake of foundation problems. A promising new solution
was selected with 13 flexible ringnet barriers providing a total retention capacity of 12,000 m3.
Because of little experience with this new type of protection measure in dimensioning, wellfounded investigations with extensive laboratory tests and numerical simulations had to be
undertaken. These analyses gave the maximal possible certainty to engineers and authorities that
these measures will provide adequate protection and keep the residual risk as low as possible.
Close co-operation between the scientific team of the WSL, the industrial partner and the
cantonal authority during the dimensioning process led to a consistent and technically plausible
solution.
On 10th October 2011, another big storm occurred in the Hasliberg area with a 100 year flood declared
from Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN). The rainfall in the Berner Alps was up to 80 mm in 12
hours. This combined with the stored water caused by the snow fall of up to 70 cm resulted in flooding of
mountain rivers, slope failures and landslides. Around 2,000 m3 of material were mobilized in the
catchment area of Hasliberg by a shallow landslide flowing into the torrent. One of the 13 barriers was
filled completely and two others were half filled. The new protection measure installed in 2008 predicts a
bigger debris flow event, it retained the failed materials in the catchment area and avoided further erosion
of the flow process of the river upstream which happened in August 2005.

Keywords: Debris flow prevention, multilevel ringnet barriers, shallow landslides
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INTRODUCTION

The Milibach rises in the Gummen Region the water border of the Oberhasli to the Canton Obwalden. On its
way down, the river flows through the eastern to the western parts of the Hasliberg settlement and flows along
a deep canyon before discharges into the Aare River. The local situation can be seen in Figure 1.
The geology of the valley of Gummen comprises a black clay-rich alénien schist (Alénienschiefer) layer
orientated parallel to the slope surface. Sometimes there are some parts of sandstone in between. The slope
parallel schist is very sensitive to weather and acts as an aquiclude [1].
This formation is overlaid by weathered, several meter thick debris layer. This layer provides potential
source materials for formation of debris flows and consists of the weathered part of the upper Doggers. Parts
of moraines occur only infrequently within the debris.
The debris is a very clayey, silty and also sandy material with a lot of bigger blocks and boulders. If the
material is dry its internal friction angle φ' lies between 25-28° with an apparent cohesion of c' = 0-3 kN/m2. If
the material is saturated with water, the frictional strength drops rapidly. The apparent friction angle, taking
into account the effect of pore water pressure, reaches a value of 15°. After wet periods with a lot of rainfalls,
these packets of granular soil are mobilized as shallow landslides and transported into the river. They form
low plasticity materials. The clay and silt content is 15-20 %. This poses technical problem for building
retaining structure to contain the disposal of the materials. Strong retaining walls with very flat backfilling
profile are required [2].
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Gummen
Hasliberg

Milibach

Meiringen

Aare

Figure 1: Situation of the Milibach, taken out of LK 1:25,000, Number 1209 Innertkirchen.

Figure 2: Catchment area with the Milibach in the Gummen region (left), alénien schist material (right).

2

2005 EVENT

In August 2005 during heavy rainfalls the settlements of Hasliberg Reuti and Meiringen were flooded. The
debris flows initialised at the Gummen catchment area caused damages to infrastructure (Figure 3).
Around 13,000 m3 of the weathered schist materials in the catchment were mobilized during the intensive
rainfall and were transported within 3 surges down the channel. Along its way down, a further 25,000 m3 were
picked up by erosion processes and the total active volume of the flow was up to 40,000 m3.
The flow velocities of this event could be determined very reliably to 7 up to 9 m/s based on the
superelevation observed. The velocities, flow heights and flow discharges can be recalculated as a turbulent
Newton flow regime following Cheyz or Strickler formulations.
The basal shear stress could be estimated based on the consideration of the extent of the debris deposition
observed after the events. The shear stress is estimated to be 600-1100 N/m2 hence the debris flows were
considered muddy. The water content of the flow was around 50 %. The density of the flow itself was in the
range of 18-20 kN/m3 [2].
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Figure 2: Deposited debris in the village of Meiringen (violet) caused major damage to infrastructure and houses.

3

PROPOSED PROTECTION MEASURE WITH FLEXIBLE RINGNET BARRIERS IN
THE GUMMEN CATCHMENT AREA

To avoid damage similar to 2005, several mitigation measures to protect the villages Hasliberg and Meiringen
were constructed. One measure of the complete concept shown in detail within this paper consists of 13
multilevel flexible barriers in the catchment area Gummen to stop the initial debris flows before developing
into an enormous erosion potential flow that travels down the channel to entrain material. An arrangement of
the flexible barriers in line and the planed deposition places for the retained debris after an event is shown in
figure 4. The maximum span width of the barriers is around 20 m with a maximum barrier height of 6 m.
Flexible structures with nets seemed to be the best solution in this terrain because of the unstable alénien
schist material which is permanently creeping and moving. Rigid protection measures like concrete check
dams would result in a lot of maintenance work because of cracks and eroded foundations.
The design parameter for the flexible ringnet barriers were estimated from the past event in 2005 and are
shown in Table 1 [3]. The same debris flow velocity was used for multilevel barrier design according to
research work in [10]. The distance between the barriers is too much to consider a real velocity reduction
resulting in lower debris impact pressures.

Figure 3: Deposition places (green surrounded) and barrier arrangement with retention volume (red surrounded) along the
channel in Gummen catchment area (source BIG Büro für Ingenieurgeologie AG).
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Parameter
Channel inclination
Type of debris flow
Total volume
Surge volume
Flow bulk density
Max. discharge
Flow height
Flow velocity

Table 1: Debris flow design values [6-8].
Design Value
30 %
Mud flow, viscous flow
10.000 - 15.000 m3
5.000 m3
18 - 20 kN/m2
60 m3/s
1.5 - 2 m
6 - 12 m/s

Overloading case
18 - 22 kN/m2
100 - 150 m3/s
up to 18 m/s

The dimensioning of the flexible ringnet barriers was carried out using the finite element software
FARO [4] (see Figure 5) because in 2008 standardized flexible debris flow barriers for different design
pressures did not yet exist. Today this type of barriers is designed for decisive debris flow pressure for
standard span width up to 25 m and standard heights of maximum 6 m.
Using the results of the 1:1 field tests at Illgraben [5, 9] for validation the software which was originally
developed for rockfall impacts show adequate results for pressure loads if special modelling aspects are
followed. Compared to rockfall, debris flows are characterized by distributed loads instead of a punctual load,
longer braking time, smaller deflection and several surges arriving onto the net. Detailed information of the
flexible debris flow barrier design load cases are published in [5].
For the dimensioning of the 13 ringnet barriers at the Gummen project, the following load cases have been
considered:
viscous debris flows;
muddy debris flows;
static load for filled nets (active earth trust value);
snow load (gliding and impact of an avalanche);
overload case.
Barrier number 1 (first from the top) was designed as a so-called "debris flow breaker". The highest of
debris flow pressure was assigned for design of this first barrier. In case of failure of the first barrier due to
overloading, though the retained volume behind this barrier will be cascade downstream, some energy of the
debris flow front will be absorbed already.
Barrier number 2 was dimensioned to absorb the energy of an avalanche acting on the barrier with an
impact angle of 10 degrees because an avalanche release zone is closed to the right river bank upstream. To
avoid the full avalanche pressure acting onto the barrier, the barrier was not placed orthogonally to the
avalanche flow direction in the torrent. Furthermore, the analysis results for the applied snow load showed that
for snow gliding, the forces in the cables do not reach the activation load of the brake elements thus they do
not have to be especially secured in winter time [6].

Figure 5: Simulation of barrier no. 1 for project Gummen using the software FARO. On the left, general model of debris
loaded barrier and on the right, activation of all components subject to the debris flow pressure loaded barrier.
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Calculations showed that for the given stringent requirements, ringnets with very high resistance may be
used for this project. Therefore, the net components like the ringnet, ropes and brake rings are made up of the
strongest materials available at the moment.
Another design topic within this project was the estimation and design of the size of basal openings.
Detailed description of laboratory test setup for this project is shown in [2,5]. The flow height of the design
event is important to the design of basal opening. [5] propose a minimum basal opening of
h basal =2/3 h Flow height . Of course this formula does not consider additional components like driftwood leading
to an earlier blocking and filling up of the barrier. The results of the laboratory tests with Hasliberg material
showed that a basal opening of maximum 0.5 m will lead to best blocking effects [2]. The owner of the
barriers who will have to maintenance the system wants the basal opening as big as possible and the designer
who will be responsible for the function of the barriers of course want to go on best suitable way. Thus a
compromise was found with around 1 m opening and from installation time on a field survey is performed
every year controlling the basal openings of each barrier because of unstable river bed. Most of the openings
stayed stable from installation time without filling up the barrier all the time, but of course narrow sections
which lead to higher flow heights let to more blocking and maintenance work.
The cost-benefit analysis done by the Canton of Bern only focuses on the net protection without the other
measures carried out as part of the mitigation project. It showed that the annual costs to avoid a 100-year flood
event should not be higher than 1.3 Mio CHF. With the ringnets and the maintenance expected for a life time
span of 20 years, the total costs for the barriers are 177,000 CHF per year, i.e. only one-seventh of the
maximum cost that is allowed. Additionally, with the protection nets, the damages to the villages of Hasliberg
and Meiringen caused by a 30-year debris flow event can be reduced from 65 Mio CHF to 10 Mio CHF, and
for a 100-year event, the estimated damages can be reduced from 69 Mio CHF to 65 Mio CHF [5].

4

EVENT 10TH OCTOBER 2011 GUMMEN HASLIBERG

One of the main causes of this flood was that more than 70 cm of snow fall in the Berner Alps one day before
the storm. Next day another storm brought heavy rainfall to the Swiss Alps from a western direction (see
Figure 6). In this event, the rainfall in the Berner Alps in 12 hours was up to 80 mm. The fresh water entry by
rainfall together with the stored water by the snow fall resulted in flooding of mountain rivers, slope failures
and landslides. In the Berner Alps, the federal institution for environmental concerns BAFU declared this
storm to a 100-year event.
In the Gummen catchment area around 2,000 m3 of materials were mobilized 10th of October, most of the
materials were originated from a shallow landslide occurred close to flexible ringnet barrier No 2 (see
Figure 7).

Figure 6: Satellite picture of storm 10th October crossing the northern Swiss alps (source: SF meteo webpage).
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Figure 7: Shallow landslide close to flexible barrier No 2 caused the filling of this barrier.

Flexible ringnet barrier No 2 got filled up to the maximum level and flexible ringnet barrier No 5 filled up to half (see
Figure 8). The nets in between did not fill up because of their larger basal opening, the gap between the lower support
rope and the river bed.

Figure 8: Stopped material behind barrier No 2 and barrier No 5.

The client, the two villages Hasliberg and Meiringen, as well as the designer of this multi-level protection
concept are satisfied with the performance of the nets in the 2011 storm because without the barriers, the
2,000 m3 event caused by the 100-year rainfall would have eroded more materials along the channel and could
have caused much more damages again to Hasliberg village.
The client as well as the geologist involved in the project decided to leave barrier No. 2 filled in the torrent
for the next time to stabilize the foot of the shallow landslide at the slope to the right view river upstream. The
backfilling behind the barrier protects against further erosion and sliding (see Figure 7 right side and Figure 9).
Without the retention capacity of barrier No 2. the design retention volume of the multilevel barrier system
will be indeed reduced a bit but therefore the eroded slope where the landslide happened can stabilize itself by
nature grass covering time by time. Barrier No 5 will be cleaned with normal water flow, some maintenance
work will be required at the anchor foundation. Damage to anchor foundation is hard to avoid as the ground
comprises loose soil, alénien schist, which is easily eroded by water infiltration.

5

CONCLUSION

The barrier dimensioning concept applied in 2008 first time for multilevel design was verified by this event.
No failure caused by the direct impact on barrier No 2, even the volume of the shallow landslide was around
2,000 m3. The material retained behind the barrier look dense with an estimated density of around 2,000 kg/m3.
To recalculate the impact forces of the debris to the barrier, the velocity plays an important role. In that case,
for 30° inclined slope it can be estimated to maximum 10 m/s. Flow height of the slide are much harder to
determine and cannot be actually estimated, thus the impact pressure acted on the barrier No 2 cannot be back
calculated precisely. Fact is that the chosen basal opening with hbasal=1.0 m was in the right range to stop a
direct slide into the barrier No 2 without releasing a complete a debris flow happened in 2005. This proves
also performed laboratory modeling results [5].
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Direction of shallow landslide, eroded river bank

Back filled material

Figure 9: Stopped material behind barrier No 2.
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ABSTRACT
Flexible barriers are widely used as protection systems against natural hazards, such as rockfalls,
landslides and debris flows. They consist of nets, steel ropes, brake elements and steel posts to transfer
loads to foundations. A key feature is that these structures are light yet they can absorb high energy
through the large elasto-plastic deformations and sliding node action. This is achieved by sliding
motion of nodes or element connection, the displacement of the cable net and the activation of energy
dissipating devices and the brake elements mounted on the connecting cables. The principal advantage
of using flexible barriers, in addition to their favourable environmental effect compared with rigid
barriers, is that they can be rapidly installed and easily maintained.
Structurally the flexible barrier system exhibits highly nonlinear behavior with nodes, which link
elements in a finite element analysis, sliding along elements like cables and rings when under debris
loads. In this paper, a new nonlinear element is developed to model brake ring while a new sliding
element is formulated for simulation of net rings. Thus, an integrated design method for flexible
barrier is developed with deflections and stresses on all elements computed in an incremental-iterative
nonlinear analysis. Results by the proposed method are compared with the output by other computer
methods and tests and will be reported in this paper. This proposed design method only requires
information on material properties of the composing elements so modification and refinement of a
barrier system can be carried out efficiently in computer with significant saving in time and cost for
full-scale testing. Simultaneously, considerable improvement in reliability and accuracy when
compared with over-simplified hand calculation method can be achieved.

Keywords : sliding node element, flexible barrier, large defection analysis, cables, nets
1 INTRODUCTION
Flexible barriers are widely adopted protection systems from natural hazards, such as rockfall, unstable slopes
and landslides and debris flow. They consist of metallic nets, high-tensile steel ropes, brake rings and structural
steel posts. Impact loads are transferred through special connecting elements to the foundations. A key feature is
that these structures are relatively light yet they can absorb rather high energy through the development of large
elasto-plastic deformations of the system. This is achieved by the displacement of the net and the activation of
energy dissipating devices, mounted on the connecting cables. The principal advantage of using flexible
barriers, in addition to their low environmental impact, is that they can be rapidly installed and easily
maintained.
A typical flexible barrier system against channelized debris flow consists of support ropes, border ropes, net
rings and brake rings as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A Typical Flexible Barrier System

Structurally, flexible barrier system exhibits highly nonlinear behavior. In this paper, a new nonlinear
element is developed to model brake ring while a new sliding cable element is proposed for simulation of net
ring. Thus, an integrated design method for flexible barrier structural system following the work by Chan and
Zhou (2004) is provided.
Because of the very large deflection of the barrier, for reflecting the behavior of internal forces distribution,
three-dimensional analysis with movable connecting nodes should be used in determining the forces in
members and in connections for checking of structural adequacy. The structure is analyzed by nonlinear
analysis with consideration sliding node motion and geometrical and material nonlinearity.
In this paper, the proposed nonlinear cable element and the brake element are incorporated into the software
MNN (Moving Node Net analysis, 2011) which is employed for analysis of flexible barrier system.
2 ENERGY DESIGN OF ROCKFALL BARRIER
Generally barriers subject to dynamic impact loads due to rockfall or debris flow. Dynamic time-history
analysis method would give best prediction for the structural behavior of barriers under impact loads. However,
the system is light with minimum effect on the inertia force from the structural weight and also this method
requires huge computer time for a practical project and therefore it is recommended for daily design work.
As the barrier systems belong to light weight structures, the effects of mass inertia can be ignored. Thus, the
impact affects can be assumed to be completely transferred to the barrier structures in the form of elastic-plastic
strain energy.
For a typical barrier system, the kinetic energy E of debris flows or falling rock and the total strain energy U
of the barrier system can be given as below:
E = (1/2) mv2
U = Ub + Uc + Ur

(1)
(2)

In which, m is mass of debris flows or falling rock; v is initial velocity of debris flows or falling rock; Ub, Uc
and Ur are strain energy of brake elements, cables and net ring, respectively. Note that U is the maximum strain
energy of the flexible barrier system without material failure in any component in Ub, Uc and Ur.
The design criteria of barriers safely undergoing specified dynamic load may be described as:
U≥E

(3)

The following example as shown in Figure 2 demonstrates the application of the above criteria.
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(a) Before impact of rockfall

(b) After impact of rockfall

Figure 2: Deformation of a Barrier due to Rockfall

Figure 3: Strain Energy vs. Load Factor

In Figure 3, when strain energy U is 6800 kJ, which is equals to the input energy E of rock fall, it was found
that the cable elements fail. The load factor is 0.65 which means that 65% of the specified impact loads are
applied to the system that cause the tensile forces in the cable ropes to exceed the design strength in cable. As a
result, the system cannot take further impact loads. In the other words, the system cannot sustain the specified
impact load. It is easy to compute the total strain energy stored in the deformed structure system and therefore
the checking of the energy criteria is simple.
The above energy criteria can be conveniently used to evaluate the equivalent static load associated with a
dynamic impact. For example, when the strain energy U of the system is increased up to the specified kinetic
energy E, the corresponding static load is equivalent to the dynamic load.
When using the static load approach, the loads are applied to the barrier system with an impact pressure
coefficient for dynamic loads and this impact pressure coefficient should be set to unity for pile-up loads.
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3 MODELING OF BRAKE RING
The debris flow loads are transferred from the net ring through the supporting ropes to the anchorage with
additional plastically deforming brake elements (see Figure 4) which provide large elongations in a rope. These
elements reduce the peak loads in the ropes. They also need enough reserves to damp multiple peak loads. Thus,
the system can absorb the impact forces smoothly, which is an important safety consideration. The correct rope
design with incorporated energy absorption devices at specified locations provides an optimum balance between
energy dissipation, net sagging and maintenance.

Brake Ring

Figure 4: Brake Ring

The brake rings behave highly nonlinearly in both the aspects of geometrical change and material yield.
Thus, a special nonlinear cable element (see Figure 5) is developed to capture the behavior of brake ring. In this
element, a spring element complied with the real behavior of brake ring (see Figure 6) is incorporated into the
traditional tension-only element. As a result, the new element is able to model the brake ring element with high
accuracy and reliability for modeling of any flexible barrier system.
Spring

Node i

Node j

Figure 5: Nonlinear Cable Element for Brake Ring

Figure 6: Axial-Elongation Curve for Brake Ring (from quasi-static material test)
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4 MODELING OF NET RING
The net rings (see Figure 7) are impacted first and transfer the forces to the supporting structure. Net rings made
of high grade steel wires have been proved to be very effective because of a high internal elasto-plastic energy
absorbing capacity. The net rings are fabricated with Al/Zn coated wires to improve the corrosion resistance for
a long lifetime and are therefore deemed to be maintenance-free over a long period of time. The design
parameters of a net ring used in a debris flow barrier are (a) the strength of the single rings namely the number of
wire windings and (b) the diameter of the net rings in order to achieve a certain mesh width. A good retention
behavior is achieved with a mesh size as big as the d90-grain size (i.e. 90% of the grains being smaller than d90).
This also guarantees a good drainage of the water and fine particles.
Generally, one net ring will connect to 3 or 4 other net rings. The connection point between every two net
rings is moveable. Thus, a new cable element named sliding cable element (see Figure 8) is developed here to
simulate the sliding motion of net ring. Similarly, the sliding cable element is also used to model supporting
ropes.

Figure 7: Net Ring

A sliding cable element is a group of conventional cable elements that dynamically pass through a number of
prescribed nodes which can either be static or moving. The sliding cable takes only tension. Between the two
end-nodes of the sliding cable, forces are transferred to adjoining elements and nodes in a direction
perpendicular to the cable only. The tension forces along the length of the cable at any segment will be same if
frictional forces are ignored.
Original Shape
General
Node
Sliding
Node

(a)
Rope

Support

(b) Net Ring

Figure 8: Sliding Cable Element for Supporting Rope and Net Ring

To more precisely capture the behavior of net rings, the frictional forces between the contact points of net
rings are considered in the proposed sliding cable.
5 VERIFICATION EXAMPLES
Under the framework of finite element analysis, the newly developed elements should be extensively verified
with a single element before applied to analysis of large structures.
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5.1 Brake element
In this example, a single brake element is tested under tension force only (see Figure 9). The relationship
between the axial force and the displacement is shown in Figure 6..

F
Figure 9: A Single Brake Element

The load-deflection curve predicted by MNN is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the result of MNN is the
same as the test result presented in
Figure. Thus, the proposed new element is able to model the brake rings.

Figure 10: Load-Deflection Curve of Brake Element Predicted by MNN

5.2 A sliding ring element
This example is used to test the performance of the proposed sliding ring element. The layout and node
numbering are shown in Figure 11. The diameter of the undeformed ring cable is 300 mm. To remove the rigid
body movement for this simple example, only one node is assumed as moveable. The other three nodes will be
fixed. Thus, the node 3 will be moved along the side 23 and side 34 under the external force F.

F

F

Figure 11: A Single Sliding Ring Element (left) and a Model with 4 Conventional Elements (right)
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The deformed shape of the ring element with the external force of 10 kN is shown in Figure 12. Due to the
sliding of node 3, the cable force in side 23 will be equal to the tension in side 34 plus frictional force. The stages
on the load-deflection curve (see Figure 13) show the jump due to friction. The node 7 in the conventional
model corresponding to the node 3 of the sliding model is immovable and as a result the axial force of side 67
is unequal to that of side 78.

Figure 12: Deformed Shape of Sliding Ring (left) and the Conventional Model (right)

(Darker red colour represents larger displacement)

Figure 13: Load-Deflection Curve of Ring Element

5.3 Study of sliding ring element and general circular cable element
This example is to study the discrepancy between the proposed sliding ring element and the conventional cable
elements. The two different models are shown in Figure 14. To model a net ring, it should be meshed into a
number of elements when using the conventional cable element so that the highly nonlinear behavior can be
captured, as shown in Figure14(b). Furthermore, the nodes in the conventional model are immoveable and as a
result this model cannot be applied to the real flexible barrier system. However, this model can be used to check
the accuracy of the proposed sliding cable element.
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F

F

Fixed node

(a) Proposed Sliding Ring Element

(b) Conventional Cable Elements

Figure 14: Proposed Sliding Ring Element and Conventional Cable Elements

Figure 15: Load-Deflection Curve of Two Ring Models

The load-deflection curves of the two models and the experimental test curve (Volkwein, 2004) are plotted in
Figure 15. Generally, the behavior of the proposed sliding ring element is very close to the conventional cable
elements. The discrepancy is due to the difference in modeling of the bending stiffness of the two models.
However, the contribution of bending stiffness of net ring to the system is very small at a high level of tension
force. The dominant behavior of net ring is axial behavior. With the increase of applied force, the discrepancy of
displacement becomes small and constant as 3.6%. Due to plastic deformation, the displacement from
experimental test is slightly larger than that of the elastic model. The deformed and undeformed shapes of the
two models are shown in Figure 16. Thus, the proposed sliding ring element can be applied to model net rings.
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Deformed shape

Undeformed shape

Figure 16: Deformed and Undeformed Shape of Two Ring Models

6 FLEXIBLE BARRIER SYSTEMS
6.1 Geobrugg system VX140-H2.7
A full flexible barrier system, i.e. Geobrugg system VX140-H2.7 is investigated here. The system is intended to
be used in a V-shaped river channel with a dynamic impact pressure of 140 kN per meter barrier width and a
maximum barrier height of 2.7m. The components are listed in Table 1, see Geobrugg (2010b). The load cases
to simulate the impact loads of debris flow are listed in Table 2 based on the parameters: impact velocity =
6m/s, flow density = 2200kg/m3, flow height = 0.3m. The effect of abrasion protection is not considered in the
present model.
Table 1: Specifications of the VX140-H2.7m debris flow barrier

The finite element model of the Geobrugg system VX140-H2.7 in MNN is shown in Figure 17. The applied
loads of load case 9 are shown in Figure 18.
The rope forces obtained from MNN are listed in Table 3 and compared with the results by software FARO,
see Geobrugg (2010b).
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Table 2: Pressure values for the every load stage (for VX140-H2.7)

Figure 17: Finite Element Model of VX140-H2.7 in MNN

Figure 18: Applied Loads of VX140-H2.7 (Load Case 9)
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Table 3: Force Comparison between FARO and MNN
Barrier Component
Max. Load (FARO)
Max. Load (MNN)
Support (Bot)
700 kN
800 kN
Support (Mid)
600 kN
550 kN
Support (Top)
350 kN
400 kN
Winglet
300 kN
340 kN
Lateral
300 kN
430 kN

The deformed shape of the Geobrugg system VX140-H2.7 is also shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Deformed Shape of Geobrugg system VX140-H2.7

Figure 20: Tension Forces of Ropes

6.2 Geobrugg system UX180-H5
A full flexible barrier system, i.e. Geobrugg system UX180-H5 is further investigated here. The system is
intended to be used in a U-shaped river channel with a dynamic impact pressure of 180 kN/m per meter barrier
width and a maximum barrier height of 6 m (standard dimensions of the system). The components are listed in
Table 4, see Geobrugg (2010c). The load cases to simulate the impact loads of debris flow are listed in Table 5.
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Table 4: Specifications of the UX180-H5m debris flow barrier

Table 5: Pressure values for the every load stage (for UX180-H5)

The debris flow parameters are assumed as: impact velocity = 8.5m/s, flow density = 2200kg/m3, flow height =
0.9m.
The finite element model of the Geobrugg system UX180-H5 in MNN is shown in Figure 21. The simulated
barrier has a bottom width of 5 m and spans 20 m at the top supporting rope at a height of 5 m. Two posts
provide the vertical restraints for the top support rope within 20m span. Four cable tie ropes were fixed at a
horizontal distance of 12m. The applied loads of load case 6 are shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 21: Finite Element Model of UX180-H5 in MNN

Figure 22: Applied Loads of UX180-H5 (Load Case 6)

The rope forces obtained from MNN are listed in Table 6 with those from the software FARO, see Geobrugg
(2010c).
The deformed shape of the Geobrugg system UX180-H5 is shown in Figure 23. Deflections of post top, top
rope, middle rope, bottom rope are respectively 0.92m, 1.5m, 2.4m and 1.2m.
Barrier Component
Support (Bot)
Support (Mid)
Support (Top)
Winglet
Lateral
Retain
Net

Table 6: Forces comparison between software FARO and MNN
Max. Load (FARO)
Max. Load (MNN)
1300kN
427kN
750kN
2x393kN
390kN
398kN
391kN
258kN
382kN
382kN
450kN
441kN
50kN

Load Case
Overflow
6
6
6
4
6

The values for the two analyses are consistent except that a relatively large discrepancy between FARO and
MNN was noted for the barrier component at bottom. The value of 1300 kN might be a printing or typing error,
because an investigation in the load width and original vs. elongation of the bottom barrier indicates that a
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smaller tension force should exist in the bottom barrier than in the middle barrier. The two computer programs
are believed to be appropriate for analysis and design of this special flexible barrier structures.

Figure 23: Deformed Shape of Geobrugg System UX180-H5

Figure 24: Tension Forces of Ropes

7 CONCLUSIONS
A flexible barrier system, consisting of high-tensile support ropes, border ropes, net rings and brake rings, is an
effective and efficient structural form to resist the impact loads such as debris flow and rockfall. This type of
structure exhibits highly nonlinear behavior. Thus, a special nonlinear cable element and a sliding cable element
are developed to capture the real behavior of brake rings and net rings respectively. The verification examples
show that the two new finite elements have good performances in modeling the flexible barrier system. In this
report, two full scale models of typical flexible barrier system are used to demonstrate and confirm the accuracy
and practicability of the proposed method. In the present study, some major observations are made below.
i. The immovable node finite element approach cannot give an accurate answer, which could even be seen by
comparing the large discrepancy between the lengths of the elements in deformed net in Figure 12 (i.e. the
lengths of elements between nodes are similar before load as in Figure 11 but the lengths vary significantly
after loads as seen in Figure 12).
ii. The present model does not require calibration to determine the spring stiffness proposed in other research.
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iii. As the present analysis is based on rigorous stiffness matrix method of analysis allowing for moving node
mechanism, large deflection effects and basing on basic material and geometrical properties of the net, both
the force and energy approaches can be applied in the present analysis by computing energy and force
resistance. Good comparison with an established program shows the proposed method is suitable for design
of the complex flexible barrier systems. However, computer programs not allowing for the effects of
elasto-plastic large deflection and moving node-along-element mechanism should not be used because of
the large error in analysis output.
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The Derivation of a Design Event and Other Uncertainties related
to Natural Terrain Hazard Mitigation
S. Parry & J.R. Hart
GeoRisk Solution Ltd.

ABSTRACT
Under the design event approach of GEO report 138, landslide hazard mitigation design
is the final part of a NTHS. Mitigation design must be based on a design event. In order
for mitigation designers to create safe, economic and environmentally sensitive works, it
is critical to appreciate how design events are formulated and, probably more
importantly, the uncertainties involved. In the author’s experience, these issues are rarely
discussed or appreciated by the mitigation designers or the end-users. For man-made
slopes, the hazard of slope failure and associated risk, can be assessed using well
documented engineering approaches, and potential uncertainties in the ground conditions
can be accommodated by applying a more robust design, e.g. by the use of soil nails.
However, this is not the case for natural slopes. Engineering geological (including
engineering geomorphological) expertise is fundamental in the assessment of natural
terrain hazards. However, there is no single “standard” approach. The hazard at every site
will vary depending on the geological and geomorphological controls present, i.e. the
assessors need to have the ability to “read the landscape”. This paper highlights the key
differences between man-made and natural slope assessments, and discusses the methods
currently being used and developed to derive design events. The paper will provide
examples of the design event approach and highlight the limitations and uncertainties
involved in NTHS.
Keywords: Landslide; Hazard; Mitigation; Geology; Geomorphology.
1 INTRODUCTION
Three different approaches have been adopted for the assessment of landslide hazards from natural terrain in
Hong Kong (Ng et al., 2003): a “factor of safety approach”, which is problematic to apply because of the
relatively large areas, variety of slopes within an area as compared to man-made slopes, and limited
geotechnical data on which to base a slope stability analysis; the “design event approach”, which is most
commonly adopted; and a “quantitative risk assessment (QRA) approach”, which is heavily reliant on the
models developed for the design event approach and is commonly perceived to be intensive and relatively
costly. This paper focuses on the design event approach although it should be noted that the same approach is a
fundamental component of the assessments of hazards for a QRA approach.
Using the design event approach of GEO report 138, landslide hazard mitigation design is the final part of a
NTHS. Whilst the actual mitigation design is outside the scope of this paper, it must be based on a design event
(DE). In order for mitigation designers to construct safe, economic and environmentally sensitive works, it is
critical to appreciate how DEs are formulated and, probably more importantly, the uncertainties involved. In
the authors’ experience, these issues are rarely discussed or appreciated by the mitigation designers or the endusers.
For man-made slopes, the hazard of slope failure and associated risk, can be assessed using fairly standard
and well documented engineering approaches. The ground conditions behind the slope face can be predicted
with reasonable confidence and are typically exposed for verification during construction. Potential
uncertainties in the ground conditions can be accommodated by applying a more robust design, e.g. by the use
of soil nails, which typically offer an environmentally acceptable (when combined with slope greening
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measures) and cost-effective means of reducing the risk from slope failure. However, this is not the case for
natural slopes. For example, applying soil nailing techniques to large areas of natural hillsides is neither costeffective nor environmentally acceptable. Similarly, the construction of large rigid barriers may appear to be a
conservative approach but if the DE is overly conservative, this could result in unnecessary expenditure and
environmental impact.
This paper highlights the key differences between man-made and natural slope assessments, and discusses
the methods currently being used and developed to derive appropriate design events.
2 MAN-MADE SLOPE ASSESSMENTS COMPARED TO NATURAL TERRAIN ASSESSMENTS
As discussed in Parry et al. (2009), there are considerable differences between the assessment of man-made
slopes and the assessment of natural terrain for landslide hazards (Table 1).

General

Desk Study

Mapping

Ground
Investigation

Modelling
/ analyses

Hazards

Table 1: Comparison of man-made vs. natural slope assessments
(modified from the original provided in Parry et al., 2009)
Man–made Slope Assessment
Natural Slope Assessment
Natural catchments can cover large areas, and study areas
Slopes are well-defined in extent
may involve multiple catchments.
and slope size/area is typically very
Limited guidance due to nature of the task and given that
limited. Slope engineering is a
the approach is evolving.
well-established discipline with
guidelines and specifications.
Considerable amount of published
Relatively limited data on the behaviour of natural
data on geotechnical properties.
landslides in Hong Kong.
Existing data usually pertinent to
Existing data usually limited to the slopes and facilities at
the slope.
the toe of the study area, typically not directly applicable
to assessment of hazards for the larger study area.
Ground exposure limited to rock outcrops, landslide and
Large ground exposures are
erosion scars, surface boulders and drainage lines.
available either before, during the
The identification of differing superficial deposits and
GI, or during construction.
their associated processes of formation are often the key
Superficial deposits usually limited
component of a NTHS. Simple classifications are
in extent and confined to the upper
inappropriate. Classifying the superficial deposits
few metres of cut slopes. It may be
requires an understanding of landscape evolution and
appropriate to use simple
geomorphological processes.
classification of material types, e.g.
Mapping based on either the existing 1:1,000 scale LIC
“colluvium”.
plans from Lands Department (private studies) or
processed LiDAR contours (Government studies). Whilst
Mapping based on a site specific
LiDAR accuracy is typically an improvement on the LIC
survey – high accuracy.
plans, the LiDAR is based on a recent survey on natural
terrain which is now covered with dense vegetation. Hand
held GPS may only be accurate to within 10s of metres.
Accuracy is dependent upon the field skills of the
mapper, and is difficult to control/audit.
Ground investigation (GI) stations
Limited scope for GI given large site and difficult access.
are typically closely spaced.
Its success is highly dependent on being located in critical
areas. GI is high cost for relatively low return unless the
GI station location is critically targeted.
Software programmes are typically not appropriate for
Well developed software for slope
catchment wide applications. Whilst the science of
stability analysis. Based on
modelling debris mobility is still evolving, its application
empiricism and considerable data
will always be dependent on the engineering geological
concerning previous failures of
and geomorphological models. Limited data results in the
man-made slopes.
use of conservative parameters.
Hazards are from slope failure,
In Hong Kong, typical landslide hazards include debris
which typically involve debris slides slides, debris avalanches, and debris flows. Although not
for soil slopes and rock slides/falls
common landslide processes in Hong Kong, consideration
for rock slopes.
should also be given to earth flows and rock avalanches.
Landslide volumes change due to deposition and/or
entrainment which require assessment. Debris floods also
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Man–made Slope Assessment

Risk

Mitigation

Uncertainties in
the ground
model

Risk is taken into account using a
standard approach and is applied to
slope selection prioritisation
through the NPRS. Risk calculation
can be simplified given that the
elements at risk are normally
located at the slope toe or within a
few metres of the slope toe. Slope
failure will normally impact on the
facility.
Use of slope stabilisation measures
such as soil nails. Tried and tested
methods.

Given the above this should be
minimal as compared to natural
slopes. Any uncertainties in the
model can be accommodated by
over designing the soil nails without
considerable cost/environmental
implications.

Natural Slope Assessment
need to be considered.
Risk quantification is theoretically more complex for
natural slopes as the elements potentially at risk may be
spread out and diverse in vulnerability. In addition, the
potential locations of source areas typically cover large
areas. Predicting the probability of landslide occurrence,
debris runout, and the consequence of impact means more
variables need to be factored into risk quantification.
Given these uncertainties it is often perceived to be time
consuming and onerous.

Where debris is constrained within a well-developed
drainage channel mitigation measures can be limited in
extent. However, for unconfined slopes the mitigation
works applied to large design events may have
disproportionately high costs and environmental impact
as compared with the risk.
Can be considerable as compared to man-made slopes.
This may not be overcome by overdesigning the
mitigation.

In summary, an assessment of natural slopes is considerably different from an assessment of man-made
slopes. An NTHS will result in limited “facts” and is instead dependent upon pertinent site observations,
assessment and interpretation by experienced practitioners. A key difference is that whilst “hard” engineering
commonly adopted for man-made slopes such as soil nailing may overcome uncertainties in the ground
conditions, such a “safety net” may be neither economically nor environmentally suitable for widespread use
on natural slopes, particularly open hillslopes.
3 ASSESSMENT OF LANDSLIDE HAZARDS FROM NATURAL TERRAIN
Engineering geological (including engineering geomorphological) expertise is fundamental in the assessment
of natural terrain hazards. However there is no single “standard” approach. The hazard at every site will vary
depending on the geological and geomorphological controls present, i.e. in deciding what approach to adopt the
assessors needs to have the ability to “read the landscape”. The mapping needs to be undertaken by competent
engineering geologists/geomorphologists with knowledge and experience of landslide hazard assessments. If
this is the case, a comprehensive understanding of the geological and geomorphological controls on past and
future natural terrain hazards will be established.
The framework for such an approach is shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that each site will contain site
specific variations affecting landslide type, susceptibility, magnitude, frequency, entrainment and run out
distance, with the design event complicated by the intricate interrelationship between these factors.
Consequently, a range of design events for the various hazards present on a site may need to be assessed.
Detailed engineering geomorphological and engineering geological mapping provides a rigorous and
transparent methodology for the derivation of design events as well as the documentation of the potential
uncertainty involved.
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Engineering
Geomorphological Input

Hazard Assessment
Components

Engineering Geological
Model Approach

Site Investigation Phases

Field Mapping
Subsurface Investigation
- drillholes
- trenches

(9) Derivation of landslide design
events

Analyses
(debris mobility)

Testing (e.g. age dating)

CONCEPTUAL

OBSERVATIONAL

ANALYSIS

(5) Re-evaluation of items (1) to (4)
based on ground investigation
(6) Terrain specific magnitude –
frequency evaluation
(7) Entrainment potential
(8) Assessment of debris runout

Aerial Photograph
Interpretation

GROUND INVESTIGATION

Data Review & Analysis
(e.g. LiDAR)

REVIEW

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION/CLASSIFICATION

SUSCEPTIBILITY

MAGNITUDE - FREQUENCY
MOBILITY

DESIGN EVENT

Uncertainties reducing

Documented in the ‘Uncertainty Register’

(1) Initial evaluation of morphology
(2) Initial evaluation of materials,
processes and age
(3) Terrain Units
(4) Landslide Inventory

ANALYTICAL

Figure 1: Engineering Geology Framework for NTHS (after Parry and Hart, 2012)

Whilst the framework does not include an assessment of risk, the key to the derivation of an appropriate
design event is a complete understanding of hazard. Hazard is defined as “situations that in particular
circumstances could lead to harm” (Royal Society, 1992), i.e. with respect to landslides this should include
consideration of the magnitude, frequency and travel distance of the range of hazards being considered.
4 WHO SHOULD UNDERTAKE THE NTHS?
The items presented in Figure 1 are firmly within the science of engineering geology and as such should be
undertaken by practitioners with the correct qualifications, experience and knowledge. This issue is discussed
in recently published Canadian guidelines on landslide hazard assessments (Van Dine et al., 2012). The
Guidelines recommend that the following aspects should be considered as minimum qualifications for a
professional or team of professionals to study landslides:
• Appropriate education, training and experience in bedrock geology, superficial geology, geomorphology,
hydrology and groundwater geology, air photo interpretation, soil and rock mechanics, and various types of
landslide risk analyses.
• As the complexity of the terrain increases, and depending on the location of the work, the above minimum
qualifications should be supplemented by appropriate education, training and experience in additional subject
areas, as required. Such subject areas include Quaternary geology, structural geology, petrology,
sedimentology, permafrost, site investigation, slope stability analysis (both static and seismic), and mitigation
and remediation. Specialists may have to be retained to provide experience in some of the above subject areas.
• Professionals who offer specialty services require education, training and experience in addition to that
discussed above.
• The academic training for the above skill sets can be acquired through formal university or college
courses, or through continuing professional development. Education, training and experience ….. should be
consistent with the purpose and complexity of the landslide study. Appropriate experience can only be gained
by working under the direct supervision of a suitably knowledgeable and experienced professional engineer or
professional geoscientist.
• Professionals should also remain current, through continuing professional development, with the evolving
topics associated with landslides.
Furthermore, the AGS (2007) note that “Consultants proposing to carry out landslide zoning should
demonstrate they have personnel who will work on the project with the relevant skills and experience. It is not
sufficient that a geotechnical company has done such studies because it is the personnel directly involved that
are important”.
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5 KEY COMPONENTS IN THE DERIVATION OF A DESIGN EVENT
5.1 Desk Study
Desk study reports, although a requirement of GEO Report 138, are commonly produced to meet contractual
requirements rather than forming an integral component of the assessment. When undertaken correctly they
provide an initial evaluation of the hazards as well as focus for subsequent stages of the NTHS. As discussed in
GEO Report 138, this initial review should allow a decision to be made that no further study is required.
However, under current practice there is little incentive in doing so when the consultant will receive additional
payments for supervising the subsequent construction of any mitigation works. All too often desk studies focus
on data gathering, rather than data evaluation and interpretation. As a result copies of vast amounts of data of
varying, but typically of limited relevance to the evaluation of landslide hazards, are presented. For example,
whilst the published boulder field inventory will give an indication of the presence of boulders, it was
generated at a scale of 1:20,000 and as such should be superseded by initial engineering geological mapping
from aerial photograph interpretation (API) which is likely to be at a scale of 1:2,000. Similarly, there is
commonly an over reliance on the Enhanced Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory (ENTLI), which was
generated under a region wide project and which has significant limitations. Whilst it is a useful consideration
under the catchment selection and desk study, the data in itself is inappropriate for NTHS.
Furthermore, existing data is commonly presented but not interpreted. For example, a desk study was
undertaken for a site which had been subject to two previous landslide hazard studies and is being redeveloped
privately for luxury housing. The published 1:20,000-scale geological map shows a large area of “debris flow
deposits” below the site, and a large depression is apparent, from a review of the available topographical maps,
in the hillside above the area of “debris flow deposits”. The presence of the depression and the associated
superficial deposits below suggest the site may be located within a large, albeit degraded, landslide scar.
However, previous ground investigation data simply refers to the superficial deposits as undifferentiated
“colluvium”. Figure 2 shows a reinterpretation of this data which indicates that the “colluvium” can be broadly
subdivided into two types, namely, (a) cohesive fine grained colluvium (typically a silty clay), probably
originating from slope wash or numerous small landslide deposits over considerable time, and (b) clastic
colluvium comprising cobbles and boulders, possibly representing debris from a large magnitude, high energy,
relatively rapid landslide event(s). The clastic colluvium is >9.5m thick and in parts is interbedded with fine
material suggesting that there may have been more than one episode of failure. The potential presence of this
feature was not identified in either of the previous hazard studies and consequently the potential for a further
large scale failure of the adjacent, currently intact terrain, was not addressed.
In addition to establishing and evaluating pertinent data, a fundamental component of a desk study should
be engineering geological mapping based on API, the key outputs of which should be: a regional engineering
geomorphological setting map; an initial site-specific engineering geological map; and, an initial landslide
inventory. The engineering geological information obtained through a detailed API and desk study allows the
development of initial hazard models; the provision of uncertainty registers; and, initial ground investigation to
be designed and the field mapping to be targeted. The initial hazard model for the site will include a
preliminary evaluation of magnitude, frequency and debris run out distance and an initial DE. A powerful tool
for this is the use of engineering geomorphological mapping based on the approach of land surface evaluation
(Griffiths, 2001), by which the landscape is divided into smaller components of facets, elements and units
(Cooke & Doornkamp, 1990) which can then be grouped into “terrain units” with similar geological and/or
geomorphological controls on landslide initiation (Parry, 2010). In Hong Kong terrain units are commonly
delineated by the underlying geology and/or reflect components of the present day landscape which have a
different age of initial formation (Figure 3). This age of formation is typically related to a change in the rate of
the geomorphological processes acting upon it. The relatively ‘older’ terrain units are typically located at
higher elevations although exceptions do occur, particularly when later incision results in the formation of
geomorphological outliers. As such, terrain units typically have unique landslide magnitude-frequency
relationships, and therefore provide the framework for evaluating the appropriate landslide source volumes
from which the associated hazards can be assessed. Given that Hong Kong has been tectonically stable during
the Quaternary, the main influence on geomorphological processes and terrain evolution has been climatic and
sea level change. For example, during the last global glacial advance, ca. 25,000 to 17,000 years BP, sea level
fell to approximately 120m lower than present day, with the coastline located some 120 km to the south of
present day and the climate was much colder and drier.
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Figure 2: Re-interpretation of existing drillhole logs at a redevelopment site suggesting the presence of extensive
landslide debris, as opposed to homogeneous “colluvium”
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Figure 3: An example of an initial model (left) based on terrain units annotated on the photograph (right). The site is
subdivided into upper terrain (1), middle terrain (2) and lower terrain (3), with the lower terrain subdivided into rock
outcrop (3a) and depositional footslope (3b). Fans are present on the footslope. ENTLI features are shown. The
depositional footslope was considered to be Late Pleistocene in age and the fans Holocene in age

Obviously during the desk study there is considerable uncertainty associated with the conceptual model and
to formalize this and to ensure that these are addressed, uncertainty registers are used. These provide a formal
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record of the main uncertainties, and indicate how they will be addressed. This register is subsequently updated
following field mapping and ground investigation.
5.2 Field Mapping
Detailed engineering geological mapping, targeted on the basis of the results of the review stage, is in the
Author’s opinion the key to minimizing uncertainty associated with the derivation of the design event. The
ground-truthing of possible landslides, the evaluation of the initial hazard model and detailed observations on
fundamental engineering geological aspects such as the distribution and type of superficial deposits and
geomorphological processes, are critical for understanding and predicting landslide hazards.
All key features interpreted as landslides by API should be inspected and, where confirmed, they should be
mapped and classified and the initial landslide inventory revised. Particular emphasis should be placed on the
presence of landslide debris, its composition, extent and volume to assist in the determination of the processes
involved, in particular, the identification of debris avalanches from debris flows and debris floods, together
with an assessment of any post-landslide fluvial erosion. In addition, superficial materials should be subdivided
as far as practical and should significantly expand on API observations. A knowledge and understanding of
geomorphology together with an initial hazard model is essential to assist in material subdivisions particularly
in terms of age and processes. Full descriptions of each material type should be provided and all terms used
should be clearly defined. Drainage lines should be evaluated to assess the potential for debris flows. Where
debris flows are considered viable, the potential for entrainment should be evaluated, in particular from bed
load and bank collapse. Depending on the geomorphological setting, the potential for “catastrophic”
entrainment where secondary failures occur (e.g. King, 2001), should also be considered.
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Figure 4: Detailed mapping to delineate multiple debris lobes and their components and an estimation of volume

In addition to the evaluation of landslide sources, the presence of debris lobes may need to be evaluated.
Significant lobes, primarily associated with “relict” landslides have been identified in Hong Kong. These may
be single lobes resulting from large single landslide events or multiple lobes developed over time. These lobes
provide valuable information for the assessment of landslide magnitude and frequency. Such lobes may or may
not be apparent from the LIC 1:1000-scale maps or even LiDAR depending on vegetation cover. However,
they can usually be identified from API and then targeted with detailed field mapping to examine material
types, sedimentological processes and based on this interpretations made on their mode of formation. Figure 4
shows field mapping of one of the debris fans identified from API and shown in Figure 3. Mapping of
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morphology and materials allowed the sub-division of the fan into five separate lobes and the identification of
individual components of the event (e.g., debris plugs and debris levees).
5.3 Ground Investigation
Ground investigation (GI) is required to complement detailed engineering geological mapping. Whilst GI may
not be required for small and ‘simple’ sites (from an engineering geological viewpoint), this is typically not the
case with natural terrain studies. GI for NTHS is relatively expensive given the requirement for steel access
ladders to the majority of investigation stations and remote drillhole locations often requiring helicopter
mobilization. Consequently, the ground investigation should be critically evaluated following the initial field
mapping to ensure all stations are targeted and focused, particularly with respect to reducing uncertainties not
addressed during the mapping. The complexity of the potential hazards should control the scope of the
investigation rather than budget and project expenditure. Investigation techniques that are available are
typically limited to drillholes and trial pits. Where extensive debris lobes are present machine excavated trial
trenches are recommended. However, experience to date indicates reluctance for these to be undertaken as they
are “non-standard” techniques for LPM-type projects. It is frequently the poorest ground which is the most
relevant to investigate. Large diameter, triple tube barrel (4C-MLC) drillholes with air foam flush should be
used within the commonly boulder-rich landslide debris. Continuous Mazier sampling should be adopted
within saprolite, with subsequent splitting and logging of all samples not tested.

Figure 5: Graphical log in debris lobe

In addition, vegetation clearance should be undertaken as part of the GI to allow access to critical areas
obscured by dense vegetation during the earlier field mapping.
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Logging is typically carried out by the GI contractor in accordance with Geoguide 3 (GCO, 1988).
However, the level of detail provided in the contractor’s logs is often inadequate and simple “check logging”
by the consultant is not considered an appropriate method of rectifying this in many cases. The project
engineering geologist has the advantage of having undertaken a detailed API and engineering geological
mapping of the entire site and consequently it is recommended that the consultant undertake the logging of all
GI stations for NTHS. A worrying trend for non-Government work is for project engineers to specify an NTHS
as part of GI contracts, often with a very poorly defined specification and very limited time periods.
With respect to logging standards, the use of Geoguide 3 (GCO, 1988) can be problematic due to the
emphasis on geotechnical properties rather than understanding geological and geomorphological processes.
Consequently, graphical geological logs may be necessary, e.g. within debris fans (Figure 5), and pedological
logs provide more appropriate descriptions in residual soil. Debris may be suitable for age dating where the
landslide occurred prior to aerial photograph coverage. Buried soils, which may allow C14 dating, are
comparatively rare. However, advances in luminescence age dating (Sewell and Campbell, 2005) allow
absolute age dates to be obtained if the debris has been exposed to sunlight and subsequently buried. However,
the age of interest for DE’s (i.e. 1,000’s of years) is at the limit of the accuracy of luminescence dating. Before
any age dating techniques can be applied at a site it is essential that the landscape evolution and the processes
involved are understood so that the samples selected are truly representative of the events being dated.
Whilst the API can greatly assist with the evaluation of the landslide hazard at a site it is restricted by
vegetation cover and the scale and resolution of the aerial photographs, and where complete detachment of a
landslide does not occur this may not be evident from API. Consequently, the use of targeted vegetation
clearance is important where the assessment suggests that such hazards may exist. As such a staged approach to
the ground investigation may need to be adopted e.g. where the initial mapping indicates limited distress but
vegetation cover is dense, vegetation clearance may be required. Following this clearance, if the additional
mapping indicates more extensive distress and a second phase of GI may be required. The GI for a distress area
requires very detailed logging and an understanding of weathering processes as well as structural geology to
determine the likely type, extent and age of the movement emphasizing the importance of extensive
engineering geological knowledge required by those undertaking such assessments. Unfortunately, the addition
of significant amounts of GI does have financial implications for the consultant and client, but if uncertainties
not addressed this can result in significant uncertainties in the design event.
The additional data obtained during the field mapping and ground investigation must be compared with the
initial model which should be revised. A key aim is to identify reference ground conditions (Baynes et al.,
2005) within each terrain unit, in particular focusing on the thickness and type of superficial deposits, the
thickness of saprolite, areas of rock outcrop and structural domains with respect to controls on instability. This
is evaluated against the revised landslide inventory and an assessment made of landslide type, magnitude and
frequency with respect to each terrain unit. Uncertainty associated with the initial model should be reduced and
uncertainty registers modified.
5.4 Magnitude & Frequency
Hazard is a function of both magnitude and frequency. For each terrain unit the final landslide inventory needs
to be critically analyzed to evaluate appropriate ranges of landslide source volumes. For each landslide volume
range, a frequency of occurrence should be estimated. However, an evaluation of frequency is problematic
where landslides have occurred before the earliest aerial photographs and a fundamental uncertainty with the
design event approach is the selection of the “worse credible event” defined as an event “such that the
occurrence of a more severe event is sufficiently unlikely. Its notional return period is in the order of 1,000
years, which indicates an order of magnitude difference compared with that of a conservative event” (Ng et al.,
2003). However, this should exclude events that occurred in the “geological past” although this is not
specifically defined.
To attempt to address this problem, magnitude-cumulative frequency (MCF) curves have been used for
some sites. However, the approach can provide a false sense of precision if: the period selected to represent the
hazard data is inappropriate; the data size is too small (all too common given the size of many study areas); or
if it is taken from a significantly different location, particularly for areas with a different geomorphological
setting. Whilst a range of ages can be applied to the generated MCF curves or composite curves by assuming
differing ages for differing volumes of landslides, such extrapolation still involves considerable uncertainty
unless backed up by the evidence from mapping.
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As discussed, age dating is sometimes possible but is limited in its application. Alternatively the use of
geomorphological approaches such as landscape evolution, slope process models and process rate models
(Baynes & Lee, 1998) can be used.
Territory-wide, low level (<8000’), aerial photographic coverage is available for the last 50 years. However,
even this is insufficient to allow a reliable estimate of an event with a return period of 100 years. Assuming 60
years of coverage, the probability of an event with a return period of 100 years is only 31% (Lee & Jones,
2004). To estimate the return period for 100 years with 95% reliability requires 115 years of records. The
period of time necessary to determine if a 1,000 year return period event has occurred with the same probability
is in the order of 6,000 years (Lee & Jones, 2004). Consequently, predicting such low probability events as a
1:1,000-year return period cannot be taken simply from existing data sets and involves uncertainty and
subjective judgment. As a result, complex issues such as slope development processes, long and short term
climate change, sea level change, etc. require evaluation. For example, the extrapolation of past event
frequency into the future is only valid provided the variability in a data set remains constant over time.
However, for landslides the environmental controls have not remained constant over the time period within
which the observed landslides have occurred, with limited age dating on large landslides returning ages up to
30,000 years BP (Sewell & Campbell, 2005) indicating that they occurred within the Pleistocene, i.e. within a
different climatic regime than today. Landslide probability assumptions have to be based on expert judgment,
making use of available data, knowledge and experience. As such, a subjective degree of belief probability is
essential and this requires the use of a transparent and accountable methodology, thus minimizing the
subjectivity. Given this uncertainty, the assigning a 1:100 or 1:1000 design event is very problematic and a
more complete evaluation of magnitude and frequency should be undertaken, such as the approach adopted in
Australia (AGS, 2007).
5.5 Debris Runout
The evaluation of potential debris run out is largely based on the use of debris mobility modelling. This
presently results into two fundamental problems. Firstly, there appears to be a lack of consideration that what is
presented in a model is not reality. The modelling should be used to guide expert judgment not to replace it.
Secondly, run out is largely estimated by using the parameters in GEO Report 104 (Lo, 2004). However, the
number of landslides these are derived from are small and are largely based on the work of Hungr (1998) who
analysed 10 landslides of which only two were natural terrain landslides (one channelised one non-channelised)
and the work of Ayotte and Hungr (1998) who analysed 20 landslides of which 16 were natural terrain and 6
were classified as channelised debris flows. It is unclear whether factors such as post-landslide remobilization
and the localized effects of geomorphology were taken into account. It is also unclear what percentage of
debris reached the location recorded. Finally it should be noted that the recommended values are highly
conservative as they are based on the lower bound data.
Landslides are complex processes and require a high level of mapping in order that all the pertinent data is
recorded to enable the correct interpretation of geomorphological processes acting at a particular location. For
example, detailed field mapping following the June 2008 rainstorm indicated that an apparently very mobile
landslide interpreted from aerial photographs actually initiated as a debris slide, then translated into a debris
flow on entering a stream course and was subsequently transformed into a debris flood due to increasing
surface water input. Simply assuming that such an event is a channelised debris flow for the purpose of a back
analysis is misleading. Furthermore, detailed mapping allows secondary events such as reworking of debris by
subsequent storms to be evaluated. Assuming that landslides are single process events results in overconservative parameters being derived.
On many sites landslide debris is present and actual runout can be mapped and this data can be plotted and
evaluated. However, there is an apparent reluctance to approve any values obtained by back analysis higher
than those stated GEO Report 104 and this is one of the reasons why many design events currently being
adopted are considered to be overly conservative.
5.6 Rock/Boulder fall hazards
Whilst not part of the design event process the evaluation of rock fall and boulder fall requires a special
mention. With respect to boulders, for some NTHS, rather than integrating the assessment of boulder and rock
fall into the engineering geological mapping, “boulder surveys” are specified as part of the GI contract. As
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noted in GEO Circular No. 31 (GEO, 2002) “the costs of manpower resources required for systematic
inspection and consequent preventative works to the Territory’s boulder-strewn terrain are completely out of
proportion to the risk that boulders may pose” and “such detailed investigation of boulders nearly always
necessities the partial removal of vegetation which can itself aggravate the risk of boulder falls, and the
execution of preventative works in such areas could require extensive deforestation of the hillsides with a
severely adverse environmental impact”. Boulder surveys generating very detailed record sheets are specified
and data on every boulder is required regardless as to whether the boulder is stable or not, which in some areas
of Hong Kong can result in thousands of boulders being examined. Such surveys, whilst generating significant
amounts of data, do not place the boulders in the engineering geological context and consequently are of
limited use to NTHS.
Instead it is recommended that the field mapping undertaken as part of the NTHS should evaluate all rock
exposures and subdivide them into rock outcrops, corestones (in situ) and boulders (displaced). All should be
placed in their geomorphological context and relationship between the types evaluated to understand processes
and hazards. The emphasis should be evaluating potentially unstable features resulting from either future
erosion (corestones and boulders) or kinematically feasible instability (rock outcrops). For more complex
settings detailed engineering geological maps may be required.
5.7 The Design Event
A fundamental problem with the design event approach is that it does not quantify the hazard involved in terms
of probability of a range of landslide volumes occurring over a specified period. Whilst such an approach may
have been acceptable when it was originally conceived for the assessment of new developments, this is not the
case today where it is being used for the systematic assessment of Hong Kong’s natural terrain. This is further
complicated by the fact that the Government selection and ranking system for catchments is based on the
ENTLI database which, as already noted, is problematic. A further limitation of the approach is that a DE is
nearly always generated, which, when combined with the overly conservative runout data, nearly always
necessitates the construction of mitigation works. However, if one assumes the design life of a structure is 60
years, say, then the probability of a 1:100 year event occurring during the design life is 31%, and by way of
comparison the probability of a 1:1,000-year event is only 6%. Should we be routinely designing natural terrain
mitigation work on this basis?
It should be noted that the design event approach is not meant for the identification of specific localised
areas of terrain which will fail, i.e. areas potentially appropriate for active measures such as soil nailing, it is
designed for the use of passive measures, i.e. barriers. Despite this there appears to be an increasing use of this
methodology and this appears to be from attempting to reduce uncertainty in the design event by hard
engineering due to limited resources and knowledge. Whilst such an approach was acceptable for man-made
slopes it is not appropriate for natural terrain.
During the NTHS the emphasis must be placed on the derivation of a hazard model and appropriate design
events rather than a detailed analytical assessment of debris runout. However, it is considered essential to
undertake additional analytical modelling and sensitivity analysis during detailed design of mitigation work to
refine the potential debris-barrier impact data including impact energy, depth and final quantity of debris,
debris run up potential etc.
6 CONCLUSIONS
An assessment of natural slopes is considerably different from an assessment of man-made slopes. Engineering
geological (including engineering geomorphological) expertise is fundamental in the assessment of natural
terrain hazards. However, there is no single “standard” approach. The hazard at every site will vary depending
on the geological and geomorphological controls present, i.e. in deciding what approach to adopt the assessors
need to have the ability to “read the landscape”. The mapping needs to be undertaken by competent
engineering geologists/geomorphologists with knowledge and experience of landslide hazard assessments. If
this is the case a comprehensive understanding of the geological and geomorphological controls on past and
future natural terrain hazards will be established. This is turn will provide the framework for the subsequent
analysis of hazard type, magnitude, frequency, susceptibility and mobility.
The Authors consider that while the design event approach in GEO Report 138 is suitable for the initial
hazard models, a more complete evaluation of magnitude and frequency should be undertaken, such as the
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approach adopted in Australia (AGS, 2007), for the purpose of mitigation design with hazards quantified. Such
an approach will allow the assessment of hazards between sites and allow mitigation works to be prioritised.
Furthermore a phased approach to NTHS should be adopted, including de-coupling assessment from mitigation
works so that detailed assessments re-prioritized or even cancelled based on the results of either the desk study
or the assessment. Such an approach would allow increased flexibility to be built into the assessment where
complex conditions are encountered including the allowance for phased GI where required.
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Open-Slope Debris Flows: Recent Advances in Runout Modeling
B.W. McArdell & P. Bartelt
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ABSTRACT
Open-slope debris flows present a major challenge to natural hazards managers in many
mountainous countries. Many events occur annually in Switzerland and produce significant local
property damage, and less frequently, fatalities. In this contribution we describe our ongoing
efforts to advance our ability to predict the runout impact pressures of open-slope debris flows.
The model, RAMMS::Hillslope, is based on a 2D solution to the equations of motion for flowing
debris, and it includes a both the commonly-used Voellmy friction relation as well as a modified
version of the Voellmy relation where the friction coefficients are varied during a simulation to
account for the reduction in friction observed in rapid landslides such as open-slope debris flows.
The reduction in friction is treated as a function of the random kinetic energy (or granular
temperature) within the flow. Tests suggest that the modified Voellmy relation produces more
realistic deposits on hillslopes than the standard relation. However the results in both cases are
sensitive to the initial volume and the topography of the hillslope. More research will be
completed to evaluate the suitability and generality of the modified Voellmy relation for practical
application to open-slope debris flows.
Keywords: Open-slope debris flows, runout modeling
1 INTRODUCTION
Open-slope debris flows, sometimes called hillslope debris flows, are typically unconfined flow-type
landslides of partially or fully-saturated soil debris which may attain speeds on the order of up to a few tens of
meters per second. In Switzerland such flows typically originate from shallow translational landslides (0.2 to
1.5 m thickness) and have volumes ranging from a few tens of metre cube up to a few 1000 m3 (median
72 m3) (Rickli and Bücher, 2005; Bugnion et al., 2012). A recent inventory of damage caused by landslides,
debris flows, and flooding in Switzerland (Schmid et al., 2004) reported 3397 damage-causing landslides and
debris flows with 52 fatalities that between the years 1972 and 2002, however these data were collected from
news reports and the proportion of these events that are true open-slope debris flows is unknown because the
events were generally described by journalists, not landslide experts.
In 2005 in Switzerland, a large storm event triggered on the order of 5000 shallow landslides, many of
which were open-slope debris flows (Raetzo and Rickli, 2007; Rickli et al., 2008). The large number of
events highlighted the importance of the open-slope debris flow process and stimulated new research to
increase our understanding of the process in general and to develop physically-based tools for use by hazard
mitigation experts. Part of the research was initiated by collaboration between industry and research institutes.
For example, large-scale experiments involving the sudden release of on the order of 50 m3 of water-saturated
soil debris were used to both better understand the debris flow impact process (Bugnion et al., 2012) and to
provide a physical basis for the development of tools used for dimensioning flexible retention barriers. These
flexible barriers were used first for channelized debris flows (Wendeler, 2008), and now they have now also
been tested for use to mitigate open-slope debris flows. Impact pressures measured on rigid structures placed
just upslope of the barrier provide an idea of drag coefficient which is necessary to calculate the loading on
the barrier (Bugnion et al. 2012). Another area of research was initiated by federal authorities to test and
develop new runout analysis tools for use by practitioners (Loup et al., 2012). In this contribution, we will
describe the development of the new runout model because this work has not yet been published and because
the new model, after additional testing, may be useful to geo-practitioners in other regions.
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2 THE RAMMS RUNOUT MODEL FOR OPEN-SLOPE DEBRIS FLOWS
2.1 Background
A variety of computations models have been proposed to describe the dynamics of the runout of rapid mass
movements such as dense granular snow avalanches, debris flows, and rock avalanches (e.g., Hungr, 1995;
McDougall and Hungr, 2004). Most of these models use a version of the St. Venant shallow water equations
adapted granular flows (Savage and Hutter, 1989; Denlinger and Iverson, 2001) together with a Voellmy
friction relation (Salm, 1993; Bartelt et al., 1999; Crosta et al., 2004). Such models can be readily calibrated to
describe some general characteristics of the landslide deposits such as the maximum runout distance or the
total area. The main advantage of the Voellmy relation over other friction relations is that it contains only two
adjustable coefficients, i.e., the Coulomb friction parameter m and the velocity‐dependent friction parameter
x, which can be iteratively adjusted over many model runs until a “best fit” is obtained. Unfortunately it is
difficult to extrapolate Voellmy friction coefficients from one event to another or from one field site to
another, because the results can be sensitive to small variations to the values of the friction coefficients, and
small errors in estimating the volume of an event used for calibration can lead to systematic errors when
applying the model for different volume scenarios.
In a recent attempt to explain the unusual mobility and long runout of large rock avalanches, Preuth et al.
(2010) describe a modification to the Voellmy friction relation which is intended to more accurately describe
the mechanics of the runout process, thereby reducing the need to re-calibrate a model for each new
application. They report that they were able to model the runout of 8 dissimilar rock avalanches using the
same friction coefficients for all 8 simulations. They proposed a physically-based modification to the Voellmy
friction relation where the friction coefficients are varied as a function of the granular temperature of the flow.
The agitation within the flow, which is produced by the shearing of the granular flow at the contact with the
hillslope, induces a random motion of the particles which in turn is associated with a systematic reduction of
the friction within the flow. This model is currently being tested at the WSL for application to modern rock
avalanche events where more detailed information is available on the initial failure geometry and deposit
geometry than the ancient events described by Preuth et al. (2010). While rock avalanches and open-slope
debris flows are certainly different in terms of the process, both types of landslide are rapid mass movements
where a significant degree of agitation of the flow has been observed. We currently are exploring the
hypothesis that the random kinetic energy of the granular particles within open-slope debris flows similarly
reduces the flowing friction and that the model of Preuth et al. (2010) may be applicable to open-slope debris
flows after additional calibration.
2.2 The RAMMS Runout Model
The RAMMS Runout model (Christen et al., 2010) solves the 2 dimensional equations of motion for granular
flows using the Voellmy friction relation, as described above. The model is intended for use by practitioners
for debris flow and snow avalanches and it includes a user-friendly interface designed to facilitate practical
applications in natural hazards research. For example, the model terrain can be imported in a standard GIS
format so that high-resolution natural terrain topographic data can be used, and either topographic maps or
geo-reference orthophotographs can be used as a background for rapidly evaluating the results. Additionally,
plans for mitigation measures, such as deflection dams or retention structures, which are either available in a
GIS format or as a GIS shape file, can be easily incorporated into a modeling project to investigate expected
velocities and flow depths near the structure to assist engineers in dimensioning a mitigation measure.
Because the equations have been published in multiple locations elsewhere, the reader is referred to the earlier
publications for the details of the equations and their numerical solution, especially Christen et al. (2010) and
Preuth et al (2010).
3 APPLICATION OF RAMMS TO AN OPEN-SLOPE DEBRIS FLOW
3.1 Model Simulations and Results
The field site selected to illustrate the results is a well-documented case involving the runout of an open-slope
debris flow and an apartment building in the village of Acletta, near the town of Disentis in the Swiss Alps
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(Figure 1). In November 2002, following a long-duration rainstorm, a landslide with a volume (measured after
the event to have a volume of 180 m3). The initiation zone is situated at an area where significant runoff from
a forest road was directed onto the hillslope. We assume that the landslide failed as one mass rather than as as
several smaller slides. The RAMMS model was set-up with a shape file to represent the planform outlide of
the initial landslide, and the initial thickness was taken to be uniform with a depth of 0.45 m, corresponding to
post-event field measurements. A standard Swiss LIDAR data set, available on a 2 m grid, was used for the
simulations.

Figure 1: Open-slope debris flow at Acletta, Disentis, Switzerland, Nov. 2002. Deposits on the hillslope above the
building (left) and mud traces and damage on the front of the building (right). Images courtesy of D. Bürgisser.

For the standard Voellmy model, the model was run in an iterative manner, by selecting one value of the
Voellmy µ coefficient and systematically varying ξ until the modeled runout was observed to match field
observations. Then, a different value of µ was chosen and ξ was again adjusted until satisfactory simulation
results were obtained. In this way, several sets of “best fit” values of µ and ξ were found (Figure 2), as is
often the case when applying the Voellmy model to post-event analysis. In this case, because no orthophotos
showing deposits were available for comparison, we selected the best-fit µ-ξ pair based on observations of
flow near the house, and it was found that µ =0.1 and ξ =1400 m/s2 gave the best global fit both to the deposits
near the house and the deposits down-slope of the house (Figure 2a).

Figure 2: Open-slope debris flow at Acletta, Disentis, using the standard Voellmy-friction relation, results for maximum
flow velocity. (a) Left panel: µ =0.1 and ξ =1400 m/s2 (best fit). (b) Right panel: µ =0.1 and ξ =1600 m/s2.
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For the modified Voellmy model, a similar procedure was used, however only µ = 0.35 and ξ = 600 m/s2
produced plausible results (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Open-slope debris flow at Acletta, Disentis. Comparison of the best fit standard (left panel)
and modified (right panel) Voellmy models. Maximum flow depths are shown.

For both the standard and modified Voellmy relation, it was possible to generate a best fit simulation through
iterative application of the model. We know from post-event documentation that the flow impacted the house
directly at the middle of the upslope side, which greatly facilitated model calibration. However no
independent velocity observations were available, but we noted that the concavity in the topography facilitated
model calibration because when the flow is predicted to be relatively fast, it generally flowed around the right
side of the building (looking in the direction of the flow), and relatively slow best-fit candidates tended to
flow around the left side. While this behavior appears to be useful in calibrating the model, additional
research would be necessary to verify if the flow velocities obtained in this manner are truly representative of
the flow which caused the damage to the building.
3.2 Discussion
Unfortunately we do not have data on the thickness of the deposits on the hillslope in this case. However the
field documentation shows at least several cm of deposits on the grassy slope above the house. The modified
Voellmy model is better able to describe the formation of such deposits, while the standard Voellmy model
tends to results in no deposits on steep hillslopes.
The pressures produced by this flow (about 5 to 10 kPa at the door of the house (Figure 1) and are
consistent with observations of damage estimated by a structural engineer (Egli Engineering, unpublished
Project Report). This provides some confidence that the model was calibrated correctly in this case, however
there are several issues regarding model calibration which are worth mentioning. First, the model is sensitive
to the initial volume of the landslide failure. We have to assume that the landslide occurred as one failure. If
we assume a smaller-volume initial surge, then the best-fit coefficients would certainly be different than the
ones we report on here. In design work for future events, it might be useful to consider various plausible
volume scenarios for a given set of friction coefficients. Second, the model results are quite sensitive to the
topography. In this case the DTM of the topography appears to be fairly accurate, however the details of the
entry way of the house (a lower-elevation walkway to the front door) may well have focused the flow towards
the door. Unfortunately it is difficult to rapidly incorporate such effects into the initial DTM. Third, we
assume that the flow can be represented by one pair of friction coefficients, while there may have been a
significant difference in the process from the front of the event (including many small trees) to the tail (which
may have had more fluid). However, the properties of the front are most important in the interpretation of the
results and (if necessary) the design of mitigation measures. The net result of the uncertainty of the
interpretation of the results highlighted by these three discussion points suggests that runout models should be
used as a tool to support the practitioner in the proper back-analysis of an event and in the interpretation of
model results used for the design of mitigation measures.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Open-slope debris flows present a significant challenge for hazard mitigation in mountainous countries. In this
contribution we outlined our on-going efforts to develop and test a runout model which can be used by
practitioners. The model is a solution to the equations of motion, solved in 2 dimensions over natural terrain,
with either the standard Voellmy friction relation or a modified Voellmy friction relation where the
coefficients are modified in proportion to the random kinetic energy (or granular temperature) in the flow. In
the case study presented herein, the modified Voellmy relation resulted in a more realistic depiction of the
sediment deposits on the hillslope, in comparison with the starndard Voellmy friction relation, However in
both cases it was necessary to calibrate the model. The model is currently in a round of
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ABSTRACT
One of the common types of landslide mitigation measures for natural hillside in Hong Kong is
the rigid barrier (typically a reinforced concrete structure). Such structures are generally located
at the toe of the natural hillside to arrest landslide debris, and have to sustain the direct impact of
the debris and thus, are often quite substantial in size. Flexible barriers were originally developed
for mitigating boulder and rock fall hazards but are increasingly being considered to deal with
landslide debris. This mitigation system is relatively light and therefore has certain advantages
over the rigid barrier, for example, in terms of aesthetics and ease of construction.
The Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO) of the Civil Engineering and Development
Department issued a set of discussion notes on the design approaches for flexible debris-resisting
barriers in 2012. This paper presents the design process of a flexible barrier system adopting
these discussion notes, for a natural hillside located in Ap Lei Chau, Hong Kong Island. At the
time of preparing this paper, the design of the flexible barrier is on-going. This paper presents and
discusses the considerations and findings in the key steps of the design process carried out so far
and the interim findings.
Keywords: Channelized debris flow; open hillslope failure; flexible barrier
1 INTRODUCTION
Several types of passive mitigation measures have been adopted to deal with landslide hazards in Hong Kong,
which are typically built at the toe of the natural hillsides to arrest debris from channelized debris flow and
open hillslope failure events. The most common type of landslide mitigation measure is the rigid barrier
(typically a reinforced concrete structure), where the structures have to be robust enough to sustain the direct
impact of the debris, often requiring them to be quite substantial in size.
Flexible barriers (ring net barriers, Plate 1) dissipate most of the impact energy through the braking system
and deformation of the flexible steel net of the barrier, and thus is a relatively light mitigation system. They
were originally developed for mitigating boulder and rock fall hazards, and this is where they have been
applied mostly in Hong Kong to date. Occasionally, they have been adopted to mitigate relatively small
magnitude landslide hazards, usually in a prescriptive manner due to the lack of precedent cases and
knowledge on the barrier performance under debris impact.
However, there have been recent developments in the design and fabrication of flexible barriers specific
for dealing with landslide debris, and at the same time Hong Kong, with its steep hillsides adjacent to dense
urban areas, is becoming more sensitive to environmental issues. Thus flexible barriers, with their associated
benefits of weight, cost, ease and speed of construction, aesthetics and environmental sensitivity, are
increasingly being considered as a viable alternative to rigid barriers to the local geotechnical community.
This paper presents the design process of a flexible barrier adopting the discussion notes on design
approach recently issued by the GEO, for a natural hillside located in Ap Lei Chau, Hong Kong Island. It
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involves an analytical approach in designing the components of flexible barrier to form a robust mitigation
system and it is understood that this is the first of its kind in Hong Kong.

Plate 1: Example of flexible barriers constructed in Hong Kong

2 CURRENT PRACTICE
Shum et al. (2011) reported that some rock fall barriers have been modified by proprietary manufacturers to
use them for mitigating debris flows and open hillslope failures. Kwan & Cheung (2012) worked on the
design approaches for flexible debris-resisting barriers to mitigate channelized debris flows and open hillslope
landslides. They presented a set of suggestions on the design approach, which was subsequently issued as
Discussion Note by GEO (DN No. 1/2012). Analytical approach in lieu of prescriptive approach is suggested
in the Discussion Note where the flexible barrier is designed based on numerical modeling.
Where a flexible barrier is proposed for mitigating natural terrain landslide hazards under the GEO
Landslip Preventive and Mitigation Programme, the design requirements of the flexible barriers are to be
endorsed by an expert independent of the designer and to be approved by the GEO, prior to the detailed design
of the flexible barrier.
3 CASE STUDY
3.1 Background and the site
The natural hillside in this case study (the Study Area) is located on the northern part of Ap Lei Chau Island
which is located to the south of Hong Kong Island. Under the Landslip Prevention and Mitigation
Programme, a natural terrain hazard study based on the Design Event Approach (Ng et al. 2003) was carried
out for the Study Area by the Consultants, AECOM Asia Co. Ltd., under Agreement No. CE 18/2010 (GE).
The Study Area is approximately 26,500m2 in size. The areas surrounding the Study Area were
extensively developed, with residential development, Lei Tung Estate, at the crest and Ap Lei Chau Bridge
Road and other facilities at the toe (Figure 1). Several man-made features are also present in the vicinity of
the Study Area.
3.2 Potential hazards and proposed flexible barrier
In the natural terrain hazard study, the Study Area was sub-divided into six hazard zones, namely DF16,
DF16a-1, DF16a-2, and DF16b-1 to DF16b-3 based on the topographic setting, slope gradient and type of
natural terrain hazard. The extents of the hazard zones are shown in Figure 2. The natural terrain hazard study
identified the potential of open hillslope failures, channelized debris flow, boulder fall and rock fall in various
hazard zones. Figure 2 summarises the landslide hazards identified. Flexible barriers were proposed to be
installed at the toe of the Study Area to mitigate the landslide hazards.
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For the potential open hillslope failures and channelized debris flow, dynamic mobility modelling was also
carried out to estimate the approximate extent of debris runout and the velocity and thickness of debris
impacting the flexible barrier. The design velocity and thickness of the moving debris which may impact the
barriers are 7 to 12 m/s and 0.3 to 0.8 m respectively. The impact load on the flexible barrier can be
approximated using these results as described by Kwan & Cheung (2012).

Figure 1: Study Area on Ap Lei Chau Island

Figure 2: Landslide hazards of the Study Area
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3.3 Numerical Modeling of flexible barrier
The modeling of the flexible barrier subject to impact was carried using the computer software LS-DYNA
which can simulate the behavior of complex structures under dynamic loading. Before a full numerical model
of the flexible barrier was set up, a basic calibration model had been trialed as described below.
Calibration models
The calibration model involved a simple test where a spherical object was dropped onto a net of steel rings. A
physical and numerical test had been previously carried out by Volkwein (2004). The net is 4.3 m x 4.3 m on
plan. The diameter and weight of the dropping object were 0.8 m and 825 kg respectively. The height of fall
was 5.5m. Figure 3 shows the simulation of the net at an intermediate stage (Figure 3 (a)) and at the stage
where the vertical deflection of the net reached its maximum (Figure 3(b)) in the present analysis. The
predicted net deflection and velocity in the present analysis agree reasonably well with those from Volkwein
(2004) (Figure 3 (c) and (d)).

(a) Intermediate stage

(b) Vertical deflection at its maximum
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Figure 3: Calibration model – a spherical object dropping onto the ring net

Flexible barrier subject to impact of boulder
A flexible barrier commonly available in the local industry was selected for study. The flexible barrier is 5 m
high with a panel width of 10 m (Figure 4). There are wires running along the top and bottom of the entire
barrier, which are anchored to the ground at both ends. The posts supporting the top wire and the net are held
by tie back wires. Brake elements are also installed along the wires, which can allow substantial plastic
movement during impact.
As a first trial, a scenario where a boulder hit the flexible barrier was analysed. In this case, a 1000 kJ
impact energy had been assumed. Figure 4 shows the simulation of the flexible barrier when the lateral
deflection of the net reached its maximum. The top and bottom wires proved to be sufficient in this case in
holding the net during impact. The intermediate posts which were close to the impact also rotated
considerably in the downstream direction as expected.
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Brake
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Figure 4: Flexible barrier subject to impact of boulder

Flexible barrier subject to impact of debris from open hillslope failure
The impact load from landslide debris can be approximated, using the Force Approach (Kwan & Cheung,
2012), by applying two pressure blocks on the net of the flexible barrier; the dynamic impact pressure of
moving debris and static pressure of deposited debris.
The preliminary analysis for one of the open hillslope failures (OHF1a in Figure 2) is presented here. An
impact velocity of 9 m/s and a thickness of moving debris of 0.4 m were adopted in calculating the dynamic
impact pressure of moving debris and static pressure of deposited debris. A gentle gradient of 10 is assumed
for the two sides of the debris impacting the net. Unlike the preceding boulder impact case, the loading from
the debris acted very close to the bottom of the barrier.
Figure 5 shows the first 3 stages of loading (out of a total of 4 stages) that has been studied so far. This
particular set of analysis is yet to be completed. Further analyses with different scenarios of open hillslope
failures and channelized debris flow, on different flexible barrier systems are planned.

Stage 1 Stage 2

Stage 3

Figure 5: loading from debris acting on the flexible barrier (Stages 1 to 3)

In general, the same flexible barrier model from the preceding boulder impact case was adopted. However,
to account for the impact loading concentrated at the bottom of the flexible barrier, additional bottom wire and
intermediate wires were also incorporated into the model. Figure 6 shows the simulation of the flexible
barrier at Stages 1 and 3 of the analysis. In general, the deflection at the bottom of the net and tensile stresses
in the bottom wires increased from Stage 1 to 3. In Stage 3, some of the brake elements in the bottom wires
and tie back wires had been triggered.
In this analysis, the intermediate wires were set to be connected to the intermediate posts. During impact,
as the net deflects, the intermediate wires will pull the intermediate posts in the downstream direction. This
action generates a significant bending in the intermediate post and can be a weak point in the system. One
potential enhancement to be tested in the further study can be the release of the connection between the
intermediate wires and intermediate posts. In the analysis, applying the impact and static pressures onto the
net in stages also proved to be a challenge where the model could be sensitive to sudden changes in the
pressures.
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(a) Stage 1

(b) Stage 3
Figure 6: Flexible barrier subject to impact of debris from open hillslope failure

4 DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, the design process and considerations for flexible barrier to arrest landslide debris in a case
study have been presented. Some of the preliminary results of the numerical modeling of the flexible barrier
have also been presented in this paper and briefly discussed. While the design of the flexible barrier is yet to
be completed, it is the authors’ view that the results so far have been encouraging and considered useful for
the subsequent design of the flexible barrier. It has also been highlighted in this paper the advantage of using
the numerical model where the performance each component of the system can be assessed, thereby providing
insight on how the system may be improved as a whole.
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Landslide Mobility and Flexible Barrier Numerical Modelling
Using LS-DYNA
Jack Yiu, Yuli Huang, Jack Pappin, Richard Sturt
Arup, Hong Kong

Julian S. H. Kwan & Ken K. S. Ho
Geotechnical Engineering Office, Civil Engineering and Development Department

ABSTRACT
Driven by the initiative of the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), Civil Engineering and Development
Department, Arup is undertaking a pilot numerical investigation of debris/flexible barrier interaction. The 3D
multi-purpose finite element program LS-DYNA has been adopted for numerical analyses. This paper
presents the modelling methodology for debris mobility and the simulation technique adopted for the
modelling of flexible barrier structure using LS-DYNA. At the time of preparing this paper, modelling of
USGS laboratory flume tests, full scale rockfall tests, and the trial simulation of 2008 Yu Tung Road Debris
Flow have been completed. Preliminary simulation results as well as the way forward of this ongoing Study
are presented in this paper.
Keywords: Flexible barriers; debris mobility modelling
1 INTRODUCTION
Hong Kong has a high proportion of land area that consists of relatively steep natural terrain. This land area
is susceptible to landslides that can travel long distances and can pose a significant hazard to the development
in the vicinity of the natural hillsides. Flexible barriers could be a feasible option for mitigating the natural
landslide risk. Proprietary flexible rockfall protection barriers with or without modifications have recently
been proposed to resist debris flows and open hillside landslides. It has been shown in some overseas studies
that these flexible barriers are capable of stopping and retaining a certain amount of landslide debris. Very
often, debris-resisting flexible barrier is an attractive option since the barrier construction involves relatively
lightweight plant and materials, which can greatly facilitate construction in hilly terrain and it is less
obstructive environmentally and visually. An example of such barrier that has been installed in Hong Kong is
shown in Plate 1.

Plate 1: A flexible barrier setup at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology.

Despite the merits mentioned above, a comprehensive and recognised design standard for flexible debrisresisting barriers is lacking. The development of such a design standard and appropriate design methodology
for flexible barriers requires an understanding of both landslide dynamics and the interaction of landslide
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debris and flexible barriers. Driven by the initiative of the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), Civil
Engineering and Development Department, Arup is undertaking a pilot numerical investigation of the
debris/flexible barrier interaction. Such modelling work is technically challenging as it calls for coupling of
debris mobility analysis and structural assessment of flexible barrier. The multi-purpose finite element
program, LS-DYNA, has been used to carry out the coupled analysis.
2 THE STUDY
2.1 The framework
Although the simulation of debris mobility and the structural modelling of flexible barriers have been
successfully carried out separately by various people in the past, the coupled modelling of both remains a
challenge and has yet to be done. In order to achieve a complete modelling of debris flow impacting on a
flexible barrier, it is necessary to identify an appropriate computer program with the correct modelling
techniques and choice of material properties. In this Study, the modelling work is divided into different stages.
This approach also allows for review of interim results and necessary adjustments on the strategy of the
investigation for subsequent stages. The stages are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Selection of the computer program;
Simulation of rockfall field test;
Simulation of laboratory flume tests and real debris flow cases in Hong Kong;
Simulation of an instrumented case of debris flow impacting a flexible barrier; and
Parametric study of different sizes and velocities of debris flow impacting a flexible barrier.

At the time of preparing this paper, the stage (i) & (ii) work is complete and the stage (iii) work is in
progress with trial runs for two out of three of the selected simulation cases completed.
2.2 Choice of the computer program - LS-DYNA
LS-DYNA is a multi-purpose finite element program used to analyse the nonlinear response of structures. Its
fully automated contact analysis and wide range of material models enable the solving of complex real world
problems such as automotive crash analysis, metal forming, drop testing, seismic analysis and blast loading. It
has the capability to analyse multi-physics problems such as fluid-structure interaction, and thermal-structure
coupling. LS-DYNA has also been used extensively in civil engineering related design and analysis, including
rail, civil, structural, wind and vibration engineering. Due to its ability to simulate large-scale deformation and
the vast choices of non-linear material behaviour, it was chosen as the computer program for the Study.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE ROCKFALL FIELD TEST SIMULATION
3.1 General
Because of the highly flexible nature of the barrier, it is crucial that the numerical simulation adopted would
be able to handle non-linear material behaviour and large deformation of individual structural components.
Therefore a benchmarking exercise has been carried out based on the field tests conducted by the Swiss
Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF Davos) on flexible barriers, originally reported by Grassl
(2002) and later in the PhD thesis on Numerical Simulation of Flexible Rockfall Protection Systems by
Volkwein (2004).
Among different test set-ups reported by Volkwein (2004), it was decided that tests on the movable
positioned ring net (Plate 2) be adopted for the benchmarking exercise. This flexible net was made of 300 mm
diameter rings which were formed by 7 nos. winding of steel wires. These rings were able to slide freely
against each other. The flexible ring net was connected to prestressed steel cables via shackles. These shackles
allowed the edge rings to move along the cable direction. The steel cables were supported by the beams of the
steel rigs and are anchored to a concrete block on the ground at the ends.
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To simulate the rockfall scenarios, an 820 mm diameter ball made of steel fibre reinforced concrete was
adopted as the weight. The total mass of the weight was 825 kg. Tests were performed with the concrete ball
dropping at different heights (16 m & 32 m) and the test rigs were equipped with or without brake rings. The
performance and the non-linear behaviour of different structural components of the flexible barrier were
studied in the numerical simulation.

Plate 2: The specifically-built test rig for rock fall tests (Extracted from Volkwein, 2004)

3.2 The LS-DYNA simulation
In the LS-DYNA simulation, all structural components were modelled explicitly using beam elements,
whereas the concrete ball was modelled as a rigid sphere. Non-linear load-deformation relationship curves
were specified for some of the structural components such as the steel rings and brake rings that exhibited
highly non-linear behaviours. No specific test data were available for the contact friction between different
components of the test rigs. Based on engineering judgement, a friction coefficient of µ = 0.1 was adopted for
all material contacts.
The model was initialised by applying gravity load to the test rigs, structural components of the flexible
barrier, as well as the concrete ball. The concrete ball was then allowed to fall freely and impact on the
flexible barrier. The position, velocity and potential energy of the concrete ball were tracked and recorded.
The deformation of the ring net and the movement of the steel cables were calculated. In addition, the tension
forces developed within the steel cables were tracked and recorded for comparison with the test data.
3.3 Time-history results comparison & flexible barrier deformation prediction
The position and total energy of the ball respect to time were compared between the LS-DYNA simulation
and the rockfall field tests. These results for the cases of 16 m drop without brake rings and 16 m / 32 m drop
with brake rings are shown in Figures 1 to 4. Time = 0 second represents the moment when the ball reached
the elevation of the test rig beams. The LS-DYNA simulation also provided the visual illustration of the
deformation of the flexible barrier during the impact of the rockfall, as shown in Figure 5.
3.4 Discussion
As demonstrated in Figure 1, the explicit modelling of the structural components in LS-DYNA, for example,
steel rings and shackles, enables the accurate prediction on the movement of the ring net and the plastic
deformation of rings. The extension and sideways movement of the steel cables have also been predicted
accurately being very similar to the actual tested barrier.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that the LS-DYNA simulation was able to predict the concrete ball
displacement for both cases, i.e. with and without brake rings. The estimated energy dissipation of the
concrete ball by LS-DYNA also agreed with those measured in the test (Figure 4 and 5). The accurate
prediction by LS-DYNA implies that the structural modelling of the flexible barrier is able to replicate the
non-linear behaviour of the structural components, with the relationship between deformation and energy
dissipation correctly implemented.
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Time elapsed, t = 0.00s

Time elapsed, t = 0.10s

Time elapsed, t = 0.20s

Time elapsed, t = 0.35s

Time elapsed, t = 0.40s

Time elapsed, t = 0.80s

Time elapsed, t = 1.00s

Time elapsed, t = 1.20s

Figure 1: Simulated deformation of the flexible barrier during the 16 m drop rock fall test with
brake rings (steel frame of the test rig not shown for clarity) simulation

Figure 2 (left): Displacement-time curves of 16 m drop case (both with and without brake rings)
Figure 3 (right): Displacement-time curves of 16 m and 32 m drop cases (both with brake rings)
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Figure 4 (left): Total energy - time curves of 16 m drop case (both with and without brake rings)
Figure 5 (right): Total energy - time curves of 16 m and 32 m drop cases (both with brake rings)

4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF DEBRIS FLOW SIMULATION
4.1 General
In order to identify the appropriate numerical techniques, constitutive models and rheological parameters for
modelling debris mobility for the study of the interaction between landslide debris and flexible debris-resisting
barrier, it is necessary to benchmark the proposed numerical model against instrumented tests or case histories.
The following cases were chosen:
i.
ii.
iii.

The experimental tests on granular avalanches across irregular three-dimensional terrains reported by
Iverson et al. (2004) (referred to as the USGS laboratory flume tests in this paper);
2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow; and
2005 Kwun Yum Shan landslide.

4.2 The USGS laboratory flume tests
The USGS laboratory flume tests reported by Iverson et al (2004) consisted of two experiments, viz.
Experiment A and Experiment B, carried out in a bench top flume of 0.2m wide and approximately 1m long.
The steep part of the flume was fitted with a urethane insert to form an irregular basal surface as the
'topography'. Two types of dry sand materials, one angular and the other rounded, were used for the flume
tests. A head gate was installed at the upslope section for storage of the static dry sand, which enabled an
instant release of the static granular mass. A summary of experiment conditions and sand properties is given in
Table 1. Digital photography and laser cartography were adopted for capturing the movement of the
avalanches during the experiments.
Table 1: Summary of experiment conditions and sand properties (Iverson et. al, 2004)
Experiment

Internal friction angle

Basal friction angle
(over the irregular topography)

Basal friction angle
(elsewhere)

A

43.99〫

19.85〫

23.47〫

B

39.39〫

22.45〫

25.6〫
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4.3 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow
The Yu Tung Road landslide on Lantau Island, Hong Kong was triggered by an estimated 1 in 600 year
return period rainstorm on 7 June 2008. The channelised debris flow travelled over 500 m and blocked the
west bound carriageway of Yu Tung Road with about 3,000 m3 of debris (Tattersall et al, 2009). Mapping and
laser survey were carried out to determine the profile and morphology of the source area and the debris trail.
The occurrence of the landslide was captured by a video (referred to as the 'You Tube Video'), which provides
information on the nature of the of the debris flow characteristic, the debris trail and the debris flow speed.
4.4 LS-DYNA simulation
Both the simulations for the USGS laboratory flume tests and the 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow adopted
similar modelling techniques. The topography was generated using the available digital data and represented
using rigid shell elements (Figure 6). For the USGS laboratory flume tests, vertical rigid shell elements are
assigned at the upslope of the flume to model the head gate. Except for the central portion of the head gate,
which was allowed to move vertically to simulate the gate opening, all shell elements are restrained from
movement in all directions.
The debris material has been modelled in LS-DYNA as an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) material. It
adopted an adaptive meshing technique such that the large deformation nature of the debris material can be
simulated accurately. In order to capture the position of the debris at each time step, an “ALE container” that
is made up of regular tetrahedral solid elements has been built in to cover the entire debris transportation zone
(Figure 7).

Figure 6: Meshed topography in LS-DYNA for USGS laboratory flume tests (left) and 2008 Yu Tung
Road Landslide (right)

Figure 7: The ALE Container for USGS laboratory flume tests (left) and 2008 Yu Tung Road Landslide
(right)

The basal flow resistance, i.e. the contact resistance between the debris and the topography, was assumed to
be pure frictional. Friction coefficients were assigned to the topography based on the available information.
Though pure frictional flow may not entirely capture the turbulent actions of debris flow, this was assumed in
the simulation of the 2008 Yu Tung Road Debris Flow at this initial stage of the Study. The internal strength
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of the debris material was specified by assigning a set of apparent total stress strength parameters in terms of
friction angle and cohesion. The Drucker-Prager yield criteria have been adopted. For the USGS laboratory
flume tests, the above parameters were directly taken from the data provided by Iverson et al. (2004), whereas
for the 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow, the simulation was repeated with different contact friction and debris
mass internal friction. They have been adjusted to match the observed flow characteristics (e.g. thickness and
length of debris mass) and flow speed. Entrainment and some secondary slides which were observed in the
2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow were not modelled.
4.6 USGS laboratory flume test simulation results
Figures 8 and 9 provide a side-by-side comparison of the LS-DYNA simulation results and the vertical
orthophotographs extracted from Iverson et al (2004) for Experiments A and B respectively. The displacement
of the granular avalanche front as obtained from the experiment and the LS-DYNA simulation is also
compared. The displacement-time curves are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for Experiment A and Experiment B
respectively.

Experiment

Simulation
t= 0.3s

t= 0.51s

t= 0.93s

t= 1.97s

t= 13.0s

Figure 8: Side-by-side comparison of the flume test experiment result (extracted from Iverson et al., 2004 and the LSDYNA simulation for Experiment A
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Experiment

Simulation
t= 0.27s

t= 0.48s

t= 0.69s

t= 1.32s

t= 8.00s
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Figure 9: Side-by-side comparison of the flume test experiment result (extracted from Iverson et al., 2004 and the LSDYNA simulation for Experiment B
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LS‐DYNA Simulation

0.1

Experimental Result
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0
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1

Figure 10 (left): Frontal displacement-time curves of the granular avalanches obtained from the experimental results
and the LS-DYNA simulation for Experiment A
Figure 11 (right): Frontal displacement-time curves of the granular avalanches obtained from the experimental results
and the LS-DYNA simulation for Experiment B
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4.7 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow simulation
Figure 12 shows snap shots of a LS-DYNA debris flow simulation at selected time steps.

T =0 s

T =10 s

T =20 s

T =40 s

Figure 12: Selected snap shots of LS-DYNA simulation for the 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow

Figure 13 shows the frontal displacement against time plot for various combinations of debris internal
friction angles and basal friction angles. From the video, it was evident that the debris travelled from chainage
320 m to 530 m in approximately 20 to 21 seconds, which was equivalent to an average velocity of about 10
m/s. These two chainages have been highlighted in the plot for reference. It can be seen that the combination
of internal friction angle of 1.25 degree and contact friction of 25degree (run 19 in the study) provides the best
estimation of the debris mobility among all runs in terms of the average velocity moving f chainage 320 m and
530 m. In addition, it was observed from the video that the landslide debris was highly saturated and fluid-like.
The use of low internal friction enables the simulation of the fast moving debris even on relatively gentle
terrain, for example near the crest of the man-made cut slope next to Yu Tung Road carriageway.

Horizontal Chainage of Debris Front (m)

700
600

chainage 530

500
400

chainage 320

Run 13 (fb = 25 deg, f = 5 deg)

300

Run 14 (fb = 30 deg, f = 5 deg)
200

Run 15 (fb = 20 deg, f = 10 deg)
Run 19 (fb = 25 deg, f = 1.25 deg)

100

Run 22 (fb =15 deg, f = 10 deg)

0
0

10

20

30

40

Time (seconds)

Figure 13: Frontal displacement vs. time plot
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4.8 Discussion
4.8.1 USGS laboratory flume tests simulation
From the side-by-side result comparison given in Figures 8 and 9 it can be seen that the LS-DYNA
simulation generally matched the test results very well for both Experiments A and B in terms of the
movement with respect to time and the deposition extent. In addition the simulations were able to predict the
development of the sand prisms behind the head gate after some of the granular avalanches have been released
through the opening and run down the slope.
For both Experiments A and B, which the predicted frontal displacement and experiment measurement
match reasonably well, as shown Figure 10 and 11, it can be seen that the simulation produced a slightly
shorter displacement of the granular avalanches at about 0.5 s in Experiment B. This was probably because the
phenomenon of spreading of a thin layer of the granular avalanche at the front was more pronounced in this
case. It was likely to be a consequence of using spherical sand which has a relatively strong tendency to
spread out as noted by Iverson et al (2004). The sand was much diffused at the front and therefore was not
picked up by the LS-DYNA analysis. The result could be improved if a higher resolution ALE container was
adopted.
4.8.2 2008 Yu Tung Road debris flow simulation
The preliminary simulation work carried out so far indicates that LS-DYNA is a promising numerical tool
for modelling debris flows. Reasonable simulation of the debris flow has been produced, though more work is
needed to validate the parameters used.
As compared with other commonly adopted numerical modelling technique for debris mobility assessment,
LS-DYNA is a full 3D finite element analysis, which considers the effect of internal stress and strains,
whereas the other techniques adopt a simplified depth-averaged approach and consider external stresses and
internal stresses, calculated based on simple lateral earth pressure models, applied on the discretised blocks or
columns of debris mass. Direct comparison of the parameters used in these methods against LS-DYNA's
parameters is therefore not appropriate. Certain modelling methodologies, such as the use of Voellmy
rheology, may require modification and adjustment before it can be applied in LS-DYNA.
5 WAY FORWARD
5.1 Possibility of using Voellmy rheology in LS-DYNA
The simulation work completed so far reveals that the pure friction model adopted in LS-DYNA analysis
could produce reasonable frontal velocity results. Nonetheless, it has been well recognised from various
experiments and observations that resistance to landslide debris movement could be velocity dependent. This
relationship could be described by Voellmy rheology and has been adopted in various computer program
packages.
Since LS-DYNA is a more sophisticated finite element program, use of Voellmy rheology in LS-DYNA's
analysis may not necessarily give the similar results produced by other debris mobility models. However, with
certain modifications and adjustments, for example by relating the resistance with the internal shear strain rate,
as mentioned by Hungr (1995) in relation to the findings of Bagnold (1954), LS-DYNA may be able to
capture the phenomenon of velocity-dependent basal resistance. This would allow the use of LS-DYNA for
more in-depth study of debris flows and further comparisons with other computer programs.
5.2 Debris-Structure interaction and associated parametric study
As the primary objective of the study is to provide insight on the interaction between landslide debris and
flexible barrier structures, it is essential to carry out simulation on an instrumented and well documented case
of landslide debris impacting flexible barriers. With the current modelling technique adopted in LS-DYNA for
the flexible steel ring net, some modifications would be required. An initial investigation has suggested that
the use of an imaginary membrane, with negligible stiffness, covering the openings would enable effective
transmission the debris impact load to the flexible barrier structures. Once this is tested and proven with the
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selected benchmark case, a parametric study can be undertaken to investigate the debris-structure interaction

of different volume of debris mass travelling at different velocities.
6 CONCLUSION
The present study has explored the appropriate numerical analysis technique to investigate the interaction of
landslide debris and flexible barrier. The work done so far indicates that a multi-purpose 3D finite element
program, such as LS-DYNA, is capable of modelling the highly non-linear behaviour of the structural
components of the flexible barrier structures as well as the large deformation of debris mass. It highlights the
potential of using such computer programs to obtain a better understanding of the mechanics of the landslide
debris as well as its interaction with flexible barrier. The requirements for further study have been identified
with the focus on the development of Voellmy rheology module in LS-DYNA and the simulation of a
documented case of landslide debris impacting on a flexible barrier structure. It is hoped that further findings
obtained from the study would provide useful insights for the analytical design of flexible debris-resisting
barriers.
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Hazard Mitigation and Slope Stabilisation Measures
for the June 2008 Natural Terrain Landslide
behind the Chow Yei Ching Building at Hong Kong University
M.J. Lorimer, L.H. Swann, H.Y. Chong & K. M. Chiu
Jacobs China Limited, Hong Kong
ABSTRACT
In June 2008 during a severe rainstorm, a landslide occurred behind the Chow Yei
Ching Building at the University of Hong Kong. The debris reached the University
buildings and outwash material entered Pok Fu Lam Road. The landslide also
destroyed a portion of Pik Shan Path, a popular walking trail through Lung Fu Shan
Country Park. This paper describes the detailed Natural Terrain Hazard Study
(NTHS) and the design and construction of the hazard mitigation and slope
stabilization measures. The NTHS concluded that the largest individual source
volume of the 2008 failure was approximately 1,700 m3 which was adopted as the
worst credible landslide event for design. A hazard mitigation scheme including a
check dam capable of retaining at least 1,700 m3 of debris and flexible barrier to
mitigate boulder fall hazard was designed. In the interests of cost effectiveness and
sustainability the check dam incorporated socketed H-piles constructed for an earlier
temporary check dam into the design, saving about $5M. The hillside is very
prominent and partially within a Country Park so great efforts were made to replace
the extensive sprayed concrete of the landslide emergency works with natural slope
cover including hydroseeding, shrubs and trees.
Keywords: open hillslope landslide, channelized debris flow, boulder fall, check dam, boulder fence
1

INTRODUCTION

On 7 June 2008, following a severe rainstorm, a landslide of total volume more than 2,000m3 occurred behind
the Chow Yei Ching Building at the University of Hong Kong (HKU). In addition to reaching the Chow Yei
Ching Building at the toe of the hillside catchment, the landslide also destroyed part of Pik Shan Path, which
is a popular walking trail.

Plate 1: Temporary mitigation measures
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After the failure occurred, tension cracks were mapped adjacent to the failed source areas. Further failures
were considered to be feasible. As a temporary measure to mitigate the hazards posed by further failure, a
temporary barrier in the form of socketed H-piles was erected. In addition, the failed portion and adjacent
portions of the hillside were shotcreted (Plate 1).
According to the landslide investigation carried out soon after the landslide occurred (GEO 2009), the
landslide involved 2 source areas which provided primary and secondary sources. The estimated source
volumes of the primary and secondary sources were approximately 1,700m3 and 210m3 respectively.
Jacobs China Limited (JCL) was appointed to carry out the design of mitigation works on the hillside. A
Natural Terrain Hazard Study (NTHS) was carried out in accordance with GEO Report 138 (GEO 2003) and a
design event approach followed.
2 NATURAL TERRAIN HAZARD STUDY (NTHS)
A detailed NTHS was carried out to identify the nature and scale of the hazards that could potentially affect
the toe facilities. The NTHS included a desk study to review all relevant available information, Aerial
Photograph Interpretation (API), detailed field mapping and site specific Ground Investigation (GI).
2.1 Desk Study
2.1.1 Regional Geology
The solid geology of the site is indicated on the 1:20,000 scale Hong Kong Geological Map Sheet No. 11,
Hong Kong & Kowloon (GEO 1986), to comprise medium grained granite (gm) in the northeastern (lower)
portion and coarse ash crystal tuff (JTM) of Jurassic Tai Mo Shan Formation in the southwest (upper) portion,
with the geological boundary trending northwest. The jointing of the tuff is indicated to be dipping at 50° to
northwest and west. Metamorphism is recorded at the geological boundary between the granite and tuff.
The superficial geology of the site is indicated on the same map to be debris flow deposits of Holocene age
within a drainage line. The debris flow deposits are indicated to be unsorted sand, gravel, cobbles and
boulders with clay / silt matrix.
The more recent “Pre-Quaternary Geology of Hong Kong” (Sewell et al 2000), based on age-dating,
assigns the volcanics in this area to the Mount Davis Formation and the granite to Kowloon Granite.
2.1.2 Enhanced Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory (ENTLI)
The Enhanced Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory (ENTLI) consists of an inventory of historical natural
terrain landslides compiled using available aerial photographs (both high and low-flight). A total of 17 natural
terrain landslides are recorded in the ENTLI for the site, 8 of which are recorded to be recent and the
remaining 9 relict. The largest landslide recorded in the ENTLI was estimated to be 200 m3 in volume.
2.1.3 Previous Ground Investigations
Investigation stations from a number of previous ground investigations (GI) fall within or close to the site. A
total of 14 borehole records have been located which were carried out within the site or in its vicinity. The
locations of these boreholes are mainly concentrated in the northern (lower) part of the site. This information
was used in producing the predictive ground model and designing the site specific GI.
2.2 Aerial Photograph Interpretation (API)
The API indicated that the site occupies a broad valley with 2 intersecting ephemeral drainage lines to form a
Y-shape on plan. A total of 7 relict landslides were apparent on the 1963 aerial photographs within the site
and in its vicinity, 4 of which are located in the upper part of the site and above the 2008 landslide scar. 2 are
located in the lower part, with the remaining 1 located outside the site. Apart from the relict landslides, 3
recent landslides were evident on the 1956 and 1961 photographs, as well as 8 more apparent on the 1967 and
1972 photographs. In total 11 nos. recent landslides were recorded on the photographs. 2 out of the 11 are
channelised debris flows with run out distances of approximately 30 m. The remaining recent landslides
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appear to be open hillslope landslides and there is no evidence of deep seated failures within the site. The
recent landslides are located in the mid and upper parts of the site.
2.3 Field Mapping - Engineering Geology & Geomorphology
Most of the mid to lower portion of the site was covered by shotcrete after the 2008 landslide preventing
detailed mapping of the entire scar. Much of the remaining area is covered by dense vegetation. Ropes and
scaffolds were required for safe access at the steep site.
Information was collected on the geomorphology, hydrogeology and man-made features during field
mapping. Specific areas of the site were targeted for more detailed field mapping. These areas included
exposed soil and rock outcrops, recent and relict landslide scars and drainage channels. Additional field
mapping was carried out at the source areas with higher potential for landsliding including the area around the
head of drainage lines and areas of steep slopes, etc. An engineering geology map was prepared and is
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Engineering Geology Map

2.4 Ground Investigation
A site specific GI including 8 boreholes and 17 trial pits was designed to further develop the ground model.
The boreholes located at the toe of the site aimed to provide information for the anticipated design of a
permanent check dam, while those at the upper parts of the site, where existing information is scarce, aimed to
obtain information on the nature and characteristics of the regolith. The trial pits were targeted to understand
the superficial geology across the site.
The results of the GI indicated that colluvium of thickness ranging from 0.8 m to 4.9 m is present over insitu Completely Decomposed Tuff (CDT) in the upper part of the site and Completely Decomposed Granite
(CDG) in the lower part of the site. Deeper weathering is present in the upper part of the site (>10 m thick
regolith), while the rock head level in the lower part of the site is recorded to be shallow. Residual soil is
recorded locally only and is not a continuous layer across the site. Debris from the 2008 landslide event was
found across much of the lower part of the landslide scar.
2.5 Hazard Model
Steep natural slopes, tension cracks, colluvium and loose landslide debris were evident within the site.
Drainage lines within the site were narrow with a low channelization ratio (<7). Unstable boulders were
identified during field mapping. It was concluded that open hillslope landslides and boulder falls may occur
on the hillslopes at the site and channelized debris flows may develop within the drainage lines. Entrainment
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of loose debris in drainage lines could also occur. For deep seated failures, assessment of the geological
models indicate they are unlikely due to a relatively thin colluvium layer (generally <4 m) and this was
supported by slope stability analysis on critical sections with relatively thick regolith which showed the
FOS > 1.2 for deep seated failure. Due to the thick vegetation and steep slopes it was decided that further
rock mapping would be required during construction stage to verify the boulder fall hazard. Further mapping
was also planned for the landslip scar during the construction stage when the shotcrete would be stripped.
2.6 Design Event
Assessment of the site, based on the facilities at the toe, shadow angles and susceptibility of the hillside to
failure, concluded that a Worst Credible Event (WCE) was required in design. In reviewing the historical
landslide data together with recent landslides, the largest event was the landslide that occurred in June 2008.
The largest individual failure of the June 2008 event (1,700m3) was adopted as the WCE.
3 HAZARD MITIGATION AND SLOPE STABILIZATION MEASURES DESIGN
Based on the findings of the NTHS, a design scheme which comprises a check dam at the toe, which utilises
the existing temporary check dam, and soil nails within the landslide scar as well as some steep terrain in the
upper part of the site was recommended. The following paragraphs summarise the scheme.
3.1 Soil Nailing
Approximately 2,000 soil nails were designed to stabilize the steep scar area, which in 2008 produced a large
amount of debris and was potentially susceptible to entrainment should further landsliding and channelisation
occur. Superficial loose debris on the slope was also removed as an additional preventive measure. For natural
terrain areas adjacent to and above the scar area where steep terrain was identified during field mapping, soil
nails were also designed as a stabilisation measure for the surface colluvium layer. These soil nails were an
additional preventive measure to reduce the risk of initiation of landslides at the head of drainage lines. The
nails were designed only to increase the Factor of Safety (FOS) against slip failure in the superficial colluvium
layer, with the soil nail fixed length in the upper part of the saprolite layer. The soil nails were designed to
meet the minimum FOS given in the Works Bureau Technical Circular No. 13/99 (WBTC 13/99) and GEO
report No. 138 as follows:
Table 3.1: Design FOS
Location
Landslide scar areas (including the major scar due to the 2008 landslide and
some local minor landside scars at the natural terrain area)
Existing and new cut slopes along the Pik Shan Path
Natural terrain steep areas ( soil nails provided to stabilize the top colluvium
layer)
*FOS of 1.2 used as an additional preventive measure only

FOS Adopted
1.4
1.4
1.2*

3.2 Check Dam
A check dam which is capable of retaining at least 1,700 m3 of landslide material was designed. The check
dam serves to mitigate the open hillslope landslides, channelized debris flow and boulder fall hazards posed to
the facilities at the toe of the catchment. The check dam consists of a reinforced concrete dam wall which is
25.8 m long and 5 m in height, plus two 20 m long wing walls at both sides of the main wall (Figures 2 and 3).
The check dam incorporated 41 existing socketed H-piles as its foundation, which were constructed as
emergency works to mitigate the landslide residual risk after the 2008 landslide. The H-piles are socketed a
minimum of 3m into rock. Incorporation of the existing socketed H-piles into the new check dam saved about
$5M in foundation costs thus providing cost effectiveness and sustainability in the design.
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Figure 2: Elevation of Check Dam

Figure 3: Layout Plan of Check Dam

3.3 Re-provision of Pik Shan Path and Water Pipelines
A portion of Pik Shan Path footpath collapsed during the 2008 landslide and water pipelines along Pik Shan
Path were also damaged. A concrete trough (Figure 4) was designed to re-provide the failed portion of Pik
Shan Path, to accomodate new pipes and to reduce the risk of pipe leakage which could adversely affect the
stability of adjacent slopes. The concrete trough has a granite stone cover which matches the existing
unaffected parts of Pik Shan Path.
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Figure 4: Concrete Trough Detail

3.4 Boulder Fence
Boulder fall has been assessed in the NTHS report as a hazard. Most of the boulders are anticipated to be
caught by the check dam in the event of long boulder falls. However the trajectory of some of the boulders at
the eastern part of the site was found to fall outside the practical and cost effective extent of the proposed
check dam. Consequently a 3 m high flexible boulder fence was designed as an additional „wing‟ to the check
dam to mitigate the risk of boulders reaching the facilities at the toe of the eastern part of the site. Local in situ
boulder stabilisation will also be required for large boulders.
3.5 Landscaping and environmental
The hillside is very prominent to the residents of Western District and partially within a Country Park. The
sprayed concrete surface which was applied as part of the emergency works following the 2008 landslide is
therefore to be replaced by hydroseeding and planting of shrubs. Trees will be planted inside the check dam
and climbing plants will be grown on the surface of the check dam walls. About 300 trees will be planted
within the site boundary. Wooden patterned fibre grass railing will be used along the Pik Shan Path.
4 CONSTRUCTION
The construction works of the hazard mitigation and slope stabilization measures were commenced in March
2010 and were substantially completed in 2011. The ground conditions encountered were generally in
accordance with the ground models developed for the site. Bedrock was locally found to be higher than
anticipated.
5 CONCLUSION
From the results of the NTHS, the worst credible landslide event was determined to be of volume 1,700 m3
posing an unacceptable landslide risk to the University and other facilities at the toe. A check dam capable of
retaining at least 1,700 m3 was then designed to mitigate the risks of open hillslope landslides, channelized
debris flows and boulder falls. In addition, soil nails were designed for the steep landslide scar and areas of
steep terrain in the upper part of the site to reduce the volume of failure and entrainment should further failure
occur at the site. In the eastern part of the site areas where boulder fall hazard could not be protected by the
check dam, a boulder fence was designed as the mitigation measure. In order to render the works less
intrusive to the environment, planting of shrubs, trees and hydroseeding will be applied to replace the existing
shotcrete. Planting of trees will also help screen the check dam.
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ABSTRACT
In recent decade, frequent intensive rainfall, which might be a result of climatic changes by
global warming, had resulted in lots of debris flows in mountain regions of Gangwon province in
Korea. It is now recognized that debris flows can be a serious natural disaster and preventive
counter measure should be implemented. However, lack of information about debris flow and no
practical methodology available for identifying probable debris flow zones made it difficult for
governmental authorities to apply preventive measures. In this study, a total 153 debris flow
events in the Gangwon province was investigated by collecting the hazard records and by field
investigations of existing debris flow sites. Based on these data, debris flow characteristics such
as flow initiation, transportation mechanism, and the rainfall threshold inducing debris flows are
analyzed. Also, a risk evaluation method for a probable debris flow zone along the road by rating
and ranking method was suggested
Keywords: Debris flow; risk evaluation; field investigation, rating and ranking method
1 INTRODUCTION
In Korea, over 70% of the land is in mountain regions and many casualties and significant property losses due
to slope failures or debris flows had been resulted from typhoons or regional intensive rainfall during the
summer between June to September. Recent disaster reports show that there were a total 321 casualties and a
4.3-billion dollar property-loss damage during Typhoon „Rusa‟ in 2002 (NIDP,2002) and 132 casualties with
3.99-billion dollar property-loss damage during Typhoon „Maemi‟ (NIDP,2003). In 2006, regional intensive
rainfall following Typhoon „Ewinia‟ caused 61 casualties with 1.8-billion dollar property-loss damage. These
damages were mostly concentrated in Gangwon province where 90% of the land is mountain. Since Gangwon
province occupies only 17% of Korean territory, it is considered that the area is quite vulnerable to disasters
such as landslides or debris flows.
Government agencies and other organizations have recognized the severity of the damages caused by
debris flow and have set forth national projects for preventing and mitigating these disasters. NIDP (National
Institute for Disaster Prevention) and KIGAM (Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources) have
been carrying out researches on slope disaster prevention. KEC(Korea Expressway Corporation) and
GWNU(Gangneung-Wonju National University) with other engineering groups are jointly researching the
mitigation of disaster caused by debris flows and floods. The main objective of the project was to create a
DATABASE, which can be a accessible source of debris flow cases in Gangwon province, to characterize
debris flows and to suggest a practical method for identifying probable debris flow zones for applying a
mitigation measures.
In this study, using the debris flow DATABASE which includes field survey data, rainfall data,
topographical data and rainfall, some characteristics of debris flows in Gangwon province are introduced. And
based on framework of risk assessment proposed by previous researchers (Fell et al, 2005), a simple risk
evaluation method for debris flow hazard on road was suggested
2 DEBRIS FLOW DATABASE
Structure of debris flow DATABASE is shown Table 1. Classes for debris flow characterization are divided as
initiation, transportation, drainage basin and rainfall induced debris flows. The location and date of past debris
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flows were identified using the records provided by municipal authorities, investigation reports by engineering
company and news records. On identifying the location and date, desk and field investigation were followed.
Investigations focused on the sites where debris flow occurred and damaged the roads. For the selected
sites, field investigation mainly focused on where debris flows were initiated and transported. For the
initiation zone, the types of debris flow being initiated were investigated, and the slope angle and the volume
of this zone were measured. For the transportation zone, the average gradient at every 20-30 m distance and
the direction of the debris flow were measured. In the desk study, the area, average gradient, and direction of
the drainage basin were obtained using the topographic map. The effective soil depth and soil type in the
drainage basin were also obtained using geologic maps. Rainfall data were obtained using the AWS
(Automatic Weather Stations) which are operated by the KMA (Korea Meteorological Administration).
Rainfall data used in constructing the DATABASE include the maximum hourly rainfall, continuous rainfall
and 3-day cumulative rainfall.
At now, DATABASE is filled with information on 67 basins, where total of 153 debris flows had initiated.
DATABASE is continuously updated with ongoing investigation results.
Table 1: Structure of debris flow DATABASE
Classification
Field
Obtained by
Hazard records, Reports, News,
General information
Location, Date
etc

Initiation

Transportation
Drainage
Basin
Rainfall

Initiation type
Slope angle of Initiation
Zone
Volume of Initial Failure
Average Gradient of
Transportation
Length of Transportation
Basin Area
Average Gradient of Basin
Max. hourly rainfall
Continuous Rainfall Amount
3 days Cumulative rainfall

Field survey

Topographic map
Field survey
Topographic map
AWS (Automatic Weather
Station)

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF DEBRIS FLOW
From detail investigation on debris flow cases, topographical characteristics of the basin, flow characteristics
of debris flow and rainfall that could trigger the debris flow were identified as follows:
3.1 Slope angle of initiation zone
Slope angles at the initiation zones of 153 sites were analyzed. The result reveals that the angles of the
initiation zones ranged from 10 to 56 degrees. The most probable angle was 38 degrees and the average value
was 33.5 degrees. Sorting by every 10 degrees of angle, the most probable angle ranged from 30 degrees to 40
degrees (79 sites, 51.6%) as shown in Fig. 1.
Referring to the previous studies that the most probable frequency of debris flow initiation occurred at 26
to 30 degrees in Korea (Kim et al, 2006) and 10 to 20 degrees in Japan (Ikeya, 1989), it is apparent that debris
flow in Gangwon province had occurred at relatively steep slopes.
3.2 Volume of initiation failure
Among 153 initiation zone, debris flows initiated by natural slope failure were at 150 sites whereas debris
flow initiated by gully erosion were only at three sites. For the slope failure type, the volume of the initial
failure is shown in Fig. 2. The volume ranges from 16 m3 to 11,310 m3 and average volume were and 969 m3.
As shown in Fig. 2, failure volumes of 78% sites were less than 1,000 m3. Referring to the debris flow size
classification suggested by Jakob (2005), most of the debris flow in Gangwon province was in Size Class 2,
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which can bury cars, destroy a small wooden building, break tress or block culvert. A few of debris flows are
in Size Class 3 category, which can destroy larger buildings, damage concrete bridge piers or damage
highways.

Figure 1: Angle and volume of initiation zone

3.3 Average gradient of transportation route
Gradients of a total of 153 transportation zones based on the database were analyzed. The result indicates that
gradients of transportation zones ranged from 2 to 55 degrees. The gradient on which debris flow was
frequently transported was 13 degrees and the average gradient was 16.9 degrees. When it was sorted by 10
degrees, the most probable frequency (80 sites, 52.3%) of gradient of a transportation zone occurred between
10 to 20 degrees as shown in Fig. 2. In Swiss Alps, it was reported that the gradient of transportation route
mostly ranges from 30 to 40 degrees. It can be concluded that debris flows occurred in Gangwon province are
transported at relatively gentler slopes than those of the Swiss Alps.
3.4 Length of transportation route
Length of debris flow transportation route is from the debris flow initiation zone to the zone where debris flow
deposited or where damage had occurred. The lengths of transportation ranged from 41 to 1,451 m and the
average transportation length was 408 m. Most of the length of debris flows transportation route was below
600m and only 19.6% of debris flow had transported more than 600 m.
The previous studies in Japan showed that 57.1% of total debris flows in Kamikamihori valley of Mt. Yake
had moved between 600-800 m and studies in Swiss Alps reported that most of the debris flows moved from
200-400 m (Okuda and Suwa, 1984; Zimmermann et al., 1997). Comparing transportation length with slope
angles of the initiation zone in other country, it can be judged that the debris flows in Japan have volcanic
characteristics so that they occur at a relatively gentle slope compared with the steeper slopes in Gangwon
province which move a longer distance.
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Figure 2: Gradient and length of debris flow transportation route

3.5 Basin area
Figure 3 shows a total of 67 basins sorted into 0.2 km2 with frequency of debris flow occurrence. The most of
the debris flow had occurred small basin having 0-0.2 km2 area (76.1%, 51 sites). The rest of the basin area
indicates a very low frequency without significant tendency. Compared with data of other countries, basin
areas in Gangwon province were very smaller than those of the Swiss Alps where the number of debris flows
tends to decrease remarkably in proportion to the increase of basin area.
3.6 Average gradient of basin
The average basin gradients at 67 sites where debris flows occurred were obtained by taking the average
gradient of the mesh (10 m x 10 m) from the DEM (Digital Elevation Map) data of each site. The gradient of
basins ranged between 5 and 46 degrees as shown in Fig. 3. The frequency tended to decrease as the gradient
of the basin increased. The highest frequency was at 6 degrees and the average of all data was 12.8 degrees.

Figure 3: Basin area and average gradient of basin (67 sites)

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between basin area and average basin gradients with different lithological
conditions in the Western United States where basins were reported to have experienced fire-related debris
flows (Cannon and Gartner, 2005). The heavy line indicates threshold conditions, above which runoff-
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initiated debris flows can be expected. However, it is known that the threshold for landslide-initiated debris
flow is not delineated because of insufficient data. Debris flow producing basins range in area from 0.02 km2
up to 25 km2. Debris flows were not observed at the outlets of basins larger than about 25 km2, indicated by
the dotted vertical boundary. Rock types are not likely to significantly affect the characteristics of the basin
area and average gradient. Fig. 12 illustrates those data from debris flow sites in Gangwon province.
Comparing those figures, we see that the distributions of data and threshold conditions are quite similar except
the scales of basin area and average basin gradient. The average values of basin area and average basin
gradient in the western United States are greater than those values from Gangwon province. This might be
caused by different characteristics between runoff-initiated debris flow related to fire and landslide-initiated
debris flows.

(a) Gangwon province

(b) Western US (Cannon and Gartner, 2005)

Figure 4: Basin area and average basin gradient relationship

3.7 Rainfall triggering debris flow
Using the available rainfall data at each of the debris flow sites, the relations of the maximum hourly rainfall
intensity and antecedent cumulative rainfall before occurrence of debris flow are shown in Fig. 5. In this
figure, cumulative rainfall tends to increase with the maximum hourly rainfall intensity. All of data except a
single point in Fig. 5 are within the landslide threshold lines, which are proposed by the Korea Forest Service,
in Table 2. From this figure, it can be said that the debris flow in Gangwon province usually occurs during a
storm event having greater rainfall than the threshold triggering landslide.
Table 2: Landslide warning criteria proposed by KFS
Hourly rainfall

Daily rainfall

Cumulative rainfall

Landslide watch

<20~30

<80~100

<100~200

Landslide warning

>30

>150

>200
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Figure 4: Relations of the maximum hourly rainfall intensity and antecedent cumulative rainfall before occurrence of
debris flow. (Rainfall threshold lines representing landslide watch and warning respectively proposed by KFS)

4 RISK EVALUATION METHOD FOR ROAD
Lots of approaches ranging from a simple ranking based on experience to rigorous decision analysis to
identify landslides or debris flows hazard zones have been suggested in the literatures and the resultant
outputs of those approaches are usually hazard maps. However, those methods are usually based on the local
data and could mislead when used in different region.
In this study, a simple risk evaluation method for debris flow hazard on road was suggested using the
framework of risk assessment proposed by previous researchers (Fell et al, 2005; IUGS,1997). It is based on
the 46 debris flow cases occurred along the road. In developing the method, topographical characteristics of
debris flow such as initiation, transportation and deposition with rainfall characteristics inducing debris flow
were used.
4.1 Scope definition
To ensure that the risk evaluation addresses debris flow phenomena and to avoid misunderstanding, it is
necessary to define the scope of risk evaluation such as the target location, evaluation unit, the extent of
characterization of problem, the analysis scheme whether it is qualitative or quantitative and the nature of end
product of risk evaluation.
Reviews on characteristics of debris flow cases show that most of the debris flow had occurred in the
drainage basin near the road. From this observation, a drainage basin adjacent to road is selected for debris
hazard analysis. Road damages are usually dependent of the conditions such as space for debris flow
deposition and culvert size for debris flow passage. These two conditions are selected for the consequence
analysis. In usual hazard analysis, target unit is a grid or cell with a small rectangular shape. In this study,
whole drainage basin is selected for hazard evaluation unit and the possibility of debris flow hazard inside
drainage basin is evaluated. Scheme used for risk quantification is a rating and ranking method which gives
qualitative result.
4.2 Risk quantification scheme
For risk quantification of debris flow risk, 4 factors for debris flow hazard and 2 factors for road vulnerability
for a target location were selected. Four factors are (1) average inclination of the basin, (2) portion of area
steeper than 35° in the basin, (3) average inclination of longest stream in the basin, and (4) portion of stream
steeper than 15°. These factors represent two aspects of debris flow. i.e., the possibility of debris flow
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initiation in the basin and possibility of debris flow transportation to the road. Factors for quantification of
road vulnerability analysis are (1) volume of space aside of road, (2) capacity of drainage facility under the
road. These factors represent the possibility of debris flow deposition and possibility of debris flow passage
through the culvert without damaging the road.
Although these factors selected are somewhat empirical, they are based on the investigation and
observation of real debris flow cases and road damage. Thus, they considered to be related to physical
phenomena to a certain degree.
4.3 Rating table
Quantification of each factors contributing to the hazard was determined by logistic regression analysis and by
equally dividing the value range of each factor using 46 debris flow cases. After all the hazard and damage
value was obtained from actual debris flow cases, logistic regression analysis was used to determine weight
for each factor. The result show little differences in weight of each factor, thus equal weight was assigned to
each factor. Scoring scheme for each factor was determined by dividing the range of value into 5 equal
categories and by assigning 0 to 5 to each category. For quantification of damage value, weight for each factor
was subjectively determined to be equal and scoring for each factor was obtained from the observation result
of real damage cases.
Table 3 shows the resulting “Rating Table”. Possibility of debris flow hazard and road damage for a certain
drainage basin can be obtained by simply summing up the scores in each category. Possibility of debris flow
hazard can have the value ranging from 0 to 20 and road damage can have the value ranging from 0 to 10.
4.4 Risk ranking matrix
Resultant risk of a drainage basin evaluated using the rating table (Table 3) is expressed as a pair of hazard
value and damage value for a certain basin. The higher value means the higher possibility of hazard or
damage. To be practical, these risk values should be classified into several risk ranks. To assign a risk rank to
evaluate risk value, the return period of rainfall which had triggered the debris flows was incorporated.
Figure 6 shows concept of assigning the risk rank to risk value using the return period of rainfall. The idea
is that the risk of damage of road due to a debris flow in a certain drainage basin is highly dependent on the
rainfall characteristics. If a rainfall is of short-return period (small rainfall), risk of damage shall be limited to
the drainage basins having high hazard value and high damage value. On the other hand, if rainfall is longreturn period one (high rainfall), risk shall expand to the basins having lower hazard and lower damage value.
Using the concept, hazard value and damage value calculated for 46 basins are plotted with return periods
of rainfalls in Figure 7. Demarcation lines in the figure mean an envelope of basins which have the risk of
damage during a certain rainfall return period. Using the relationship between the debris flow risk and rainfall
return period as shown in Figure 7 with the risk ranks definition in Table 4, Risk ranking matrix can be
obtained as in Table 5. Risk ranks range from S (very high risk of debris flow and damage) to E (risk of
damage is very low) and all the risk ranks of a certain drainage basin are related to the return period of
rainfall. For example, if a drainage basin adjacent to the road has risk rank of S, it means that there is a
possibility of debris flow and damage in 5-year return period rainfall. If a drainage basin has risk rank of B,
rainfalls of return period longer than 50 year could induce debris flow and damage the road.

Figure 6: Concept of assigning risk rank to risk value incorporating the rainfall return period
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Table 3: Rating table for risk quantification
CLASS FOR RATING

SCORE

- over 35°
- 30°~35°
Average
- 25°~30°
inclination
- 20°~25°
of basin (°)
- 15°~20°
- less than 15°
Debris flow initiation
- over 40%
- 30% ~ 40%
Portion(%) of area - 20% ~ 30%
steeper than 35°
- 10% ~ 20%
- 1% ~ 10 %
Possibility of
- less than 1 %
debris flow hazard
- over 25°
(Hazard Value)
- 20° ~ 25°
Average inclination - 15° ~ 20°
of stream (°)
- 10° ~ 15°
- 5° ~ 10°
- less than 5°
Debris flow
transportation to the road
- over 90%
- 70% ~ 90%
Portion(%) of stream - 50% ~ 70%
steeper than 15°
- 30% ~ 50%
- 10% ~ 30%
- less than 10 %
- no area
- insufficient
Space for debris
- normal
Debris flow deposition deposition adjacent to
- roomy
road
- sufficient
Possibility of
- full deposition possible
road damage
- no facility
(Damage Value)
- small drainage
Capacity of
- medium drainage
Debris flow pass thru
drainage facility
2
crossing under the road - large drainage <16m 2
- drain capacity < 30m
- small bridge >30m2
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5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0

Table 4: Definition of Risk Rank
Rank

Risk Description

S

- very high hazard, very high vulnerability
- risk of damage in rainfall of 2~5 yr return period

A

- high hazard, high vulnerability
-risk of damage in rainfall of 20 yr return period

B

-high hazard, high vulnerability
-risk of damage in rainfall of 50 yr return period

C

-low hazard, low vulnerability
-risk of damage in rainfall of 100 yr return period

D

-low hazard, low vulnerability
-risk of damage in rainfall of 1,000 yr return period

E

- very low hazard, very low vulnerability
- risk of damage is very low

Figure 7: Plot of hazard and damage value with
rainfall return period as demarcation line

Table 5: Risk Ranking Matrix
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Hazard

Damage

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E
E

B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
E
E
E
E
E

A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
E
E
E
E

S
S
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
E
E
E
E

S
S
S
S
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
E
E
E

S
S
S
S
S
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
D
D
D
E
E
E

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4.5 Application of the method
The suggested method can be used in the evaluation of debris flow risk for roads both in the planning and in
the maintenance stage. When the target drainage basin for risk evaluation is determined, hazard and damage
value can be evaluated from the risk rating table and its risk rank can be determined from the risk ranking
matrix table. Upon determination of risk rank, countermeasures can be applied according to the resultant risk
rank. Figure 8 shows the example of application of the method.
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Location
19.5K
20.1K
20.8K

Hazard

Damage

14
17
9

7
9
4

Risk Rank

Road Plan

Hazard

Damage

Risk Rank

B
S
D

Plan A

11

6

C

Plan B
Plan C

14
17

7
9

B
S

[Road Design Stage]

[Road Maintenance Stage]

Figure 8: Example of application of the method

5 CONCLUSIONS
Based on data obtained from 153 sites where debris flow had occurred in Gangwon province in Korea,
geomorphic characteristics of the initiation zone, initiation and transportation mechanism with rainfall
characteristics inducing debris flow were analyzed. Also a simple method based on the risk assessment
framework to determine the probable debris flow zone is suggested. The results are summarized as follows:
(1) Debris flows are initiated in relatively steep slopes, and are associated with the geomorphic
characteristics of Gangwon province. Slope gradient of initiation zone ranged from 10 to 56 degrees and
average value was 33.5 degrees. Volumes of the debris flow initiation zone are in the range of 16 ~
11,310 m3 and most of them are less than 1,000 m3.
(2) Debris flow traveled along mountain streams having a relatively gentle gradient of 16.9 degrees on
average and relatively short distances averaging 408 m.
(3) Basin areas where debris flow could occur are less than 1.2 km2 and average basin gradient was 12.8
degrees.
(4) Rainfall intensity and amount triggering debris flows in Gangwon province was higher than the criteria
proposed by the Korea Forest Service.
(5) Risk evaluation method is suggested based on the result of analysis of actual debris flow cases.
Suggested risk evaluation method uses 4 factors for hazard evaluation and 2 factors for road damage
evaluation. Debris flow risk are categorized into 6 risk level (from S to E) incorporating the rainfall
return period
(6) Proposed method can be applied to a debris flow risk evaluation for roads both in maintenance and
planning stage.
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ABSTRACT
There have been lots of debris flow related disasters in Japan and a systematic identifying of a
general method of providing the necessary mitigation measures have been on-going for quite
some time. The Japanese Local Governments have set out some administrative policy on the
Promotion of Installing Mitigation Measures in some restricted shallow landslide sensitive areas.
Some guidelines on design loads and other conditions for designing mitigation measures against
shallow landslides are now available for use by the practitioners. As a result, in addition to rigid
concrete catch dam and wall, flexible Impact Barrier, especially shallow land slide debris impact
barrier, is being developed in earnest in Japan as hazard mitigation measures to protect both
private properties and public facilities especially in the high-risk hazard areas, which is named
“special sediment-related disaster hazard area”. Design method of the impact barrier is being
established based on some guidelines provided by the Japanese government. We believe the
design of Impact Barrier must be based on some full scale filed test data. The paper will give a
brief report on the current development in Japan.
Keywords: Shallow landslide; special sediment-related disaster hazard area; impact pressure;
resisting capacity of the impact barrier; full-scale test
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Impact Barrier
The “Impact Barrier” is defined here as the flexible wire net barrier designed to capture soil or debris caused
by shallow landslide. The design was developed to fulfill the urgent need to protect the public facilities and
private properties from debris flow impact especially for the use in steep slope failure hazard area in Japan in
accordance with the latest Japanese regulations.
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1.2 Japanese regulations for design of retaining structure/Impact Barrier
After the Sediment-related Disaster Prevention Law was enacted on May 1st 2001, the design method for
mitigation works in steep slope failure hazard area has been clearly defined and formally announced for public
use. The design requirements are shown below.
(1) A barrier is required to withstand the design impact force
F＝α・Fsm
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F: Impact force acting on the barrier
Fsm: Flowing sediment force
α: Empirical factor of impact force
θ: Slope Inclination H: Slope height
X: Flat space behind barrier
hsm: Thickness of flowing sediment
C: volume concentration of flowing sediment
σ:Specific gravity of flowing sediment
φ: Internal friction angle of flowing sediment
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(2) A barrier is required to withstand the retained sediment
pressure at rest at the back of the barrier.
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Fsa: Sediment pressure at rest
h: height of barrier
φ: Internal friction angle of sediment
(3) A barrier is required to be able to retain a volume of debris
as determined by the slope profile higher than the design
debris volume (e.g. maximum capacity is 15.7m3/m.)
In case of conventional rigid catch dam and wall, massive and
higher cost structure to resists against the impact force such as
the example shown in figure 4 are required.

Figure 4. A Typical Rigid barrier
installed

2 DESIGN
2.1 Design of Impact Barrier
The structure of the Impact Barrier proposed here was based on the “Ring Net System”. It originally was used
as high energy absorbing barrier for rock falls, but its structure is re-designed based on a series of full-scale
tests. In particular, as a mitigation measure against shallow landslide, the Impact Barrier has to be designed
for all the forces acting on each and every part of the system with external force condition described above.
Therefore, the design method by the allowable stress method based on force balance of each part was adopted
to ensure the system is not on the unsafe side.
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(1) The design method is based on the stress of each
part that is balanced statically to make the design
easy.
(2) Safety factors are not only applied as stated in the
Japanese regulations, “specifications for highway
bridges” etc, but also on the performance of
capturing the debris flow by Wire Net barrier.
(3) Brake ring and Ring net, shown in Figures 6&7, are
important parts to absorb energy by gross
deformation. To be on the safe side, the energyabsorbing factor that can reduce the design forces is
not applied in the design.
Furthermore, full-scale tests were conducted to confirm the
total safety, deformation of each part and marginal
performance as a flexible system.

Figure 5. Resisting Forces when subjected
to the impact pressure

Figure 6. Deformation of Brake Ring

Figure 8. Captured Debris flow by
Wire Net barrier in Japan
Figure 7. Deformation of Ring Net
Concerning the post height, it should be determined by the formula that was made from inspection of the fullscale tests in order to ensure there is always a larger volume capacity behind the Impact Barrier than the
volume of the designed sediment hitting the barrier after deformation by the impact pressure was duly taken
into account. The formula is based on the multivariate analysis including factors such as post distance, slope
inclination, width of flat space behind barrier etc.
h = f (Xs, X,θ)
h:post height

Xs : post distance X: width of flat space behind barrier θ: slope inclination

2.2 Full-scale tests
Full-scale tests were conducted several times to confirm the safety of the design method and deformation at
two different topographical conditions and barrier settings in cooperation with WSL and Geobrugg co. The
test’s conditions, shown in Figures 9,10 were chosen to represent steep slope failure hazard area in Japan. The
debris material was a mixture of gravel, silt and clay. The debris was stored in a container at the top of the
slope. During the test, the debris was released and allowed to run down towards the test barrier at the toe of
the slope by opening the release gate. Some key measurements such as activated force on wire ropes, the
height of debris, the speed of debris, the pressure of debris, deformation of Brake Ring and ring net, the
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degree of rotation of posts, etc. were taken. Some typical results for the tests that had successfully captured the
debris without breakage of key structural components and excessive deformation are summarized below.

maximum post distance
post height
maximum impact pressure acted on net (calculated or measured)

maximum deformation of net from the bottom of post
ratio range of force between calculation “a” and measured at real
test “b” of each wire rope, “a/b”

Test site A
5.0m
3.5m
103kN/m2
2.3m
1.5～7.4

Test site B
8.0m
3.5m
155kN/m2
3.2m
0.8～3.7

The maximum impact pressure acted on net 155kN/m2 at Test site B is calculated numerical value from
measured one, 170kN/m2 by earth pressure gage attached on upper side of the slope.
Concerning to the ratio of force between calculation results and measured ones at real test, only one of them in
test site B was 0.8 that couldn’t be over 1.0, but, considering that we can increase the value of allowable stress
to 1.5times in case of temporal pressure such as impact pressure and application of safety factor, FOS=3.0, the
design method is considered on safe side by the allowable stress method.
In practice, we should always keep the facility to be protected at a distance more than the post height away
from the Impact barrier itself.

Figure 9. Test site A in St.Leonard, Switzerland

Figure 10. Test site B in Feltheim, Switzerland
2.3 The contents of Construction Technology Review and Certification
The Debris Impact Barrier was approved by SABO & Land slide Technical Center through a committee
consisting of some experts on SABO, landslide and impact problems.
The approval is summarized as below.
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(1) The barrier that is designed by the allowable stress method has the
capability to resist the design impact pressure (maximum 150kN/m2)
within the limits of what are defined in the design manual.
(2) The barrier has the capability to resist the static pressure of the
retained sediment within the limits of what are defined in the design
manual.
(3) The barrier can retain the prescribed volume of the debris captured
even after the deformation experienced during the debris impact.
One of the most important factors for obtaining the required approval is
that the design manual defines the scope of application and design method
clearly.
2.4 Capability against rock fall
In the last few years, it has been a requirement for the debris impact
barrier to be able to withstand both rock fall impact as well as shallow Figure 11.
landslide debris impact especially when within the special sediment- approval by SABO center
related disaster hazard area in Japan. As a result, the debris impact barrier
is also necessary to be subjected to full-scale horizontal rock fall tests conducted in Vauffelin, Switzerland.
The debris impact barrier in the test was first designed to be able to resist against a debris impact pressure of
118kN/m2. As a result of the horizontal impact test, the debris impact barrier is also proven to be able to
capture a boulder fall with 850kJ. The results were later simulated using the dynamic numerical simulation
package FARO. We can find out that the maximum specification of impact barrier, 150kN/m2 with a 5.5m
post height, can withstand 1,100kJ energy rock fall.

Figure 12. The horizontal full-scale rock fall test site in Vauffelin, Switzerland
2.5 Job References in Japan
In Japan, so far there are about 30 sites where the Debris Impact Barrier has been successfully installed in
steep slope failure hazard area and road disaster prevention area.
Figures 13～15 show the sites of some of them.

Figure 13 Debris Impact Barriers installed in steep slopes in Gifu prefecture and
Nagasaki Prefecture.
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Figure 14 Impact Barrier installed in conservation area in the historical district in
Kanagawa Prefecture

Figure 15 Debris captured by a Impact Barrier installed in Kyushu as road
disaster recovery measures
3 CONCLUSIONS
Impact Barrier is one of the most efficient and reliable systems. The barrier can capture debris with high
impact pressure, up to 150kN/m2 caused by shallow landslide. The structural elements of the barrier can be
designed depending on the various slope and landslide conditions in accordance with the current Japanese
regulations. The barrier is designed to stop both rock falls, up to 1,100kJ, as well as shallow landslide with an
impact pressure of 150kN/m 2. Therefore, the proposed Impact Barrier is considered to be a useful new
mitigation measures especially for special sediment-related disaster hazard area. More installations of a
similar system are at the planning stage all over Japan.
We consider the Impact Barrier could be further improved to have lower cost, higher performance and better
adaptability to each site. To this aim, we are continuing to refine our design based on the observed
performance of about 30 already installed impact barriers.
The flexible system was developed based on a “Ring Net System” in cooperation with WSL and Geobrugg
Co. We would like to acknowledge their supports here.
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Morning Session

L Swann:
I would like to ask YC a question. Professor Chan said barriers are easy to maintain. From my
perception, however, barriers are high, and are often covered by vegetation and may subject to
corrosion. What is GEO’s view on how flexible barriers are to be maintained? How easy do you
preserve it to be? And also, what about the responsibility of maintenance?
Y C Chan:
Barriers are easy to maintain for the first 10 years but after that they start to corrode. We are
specifying the top-grade coatings, i.e. aluminium zinc coating, but the minor elements, such as the
clips and the thimbles etc., tend to corrode a little bit earlier. We are very serious about this
possibility because we are spending a lot of effort in erecting a large number of barriers. By the
time we finish the barriers at the higher priority catchments, they are about to be replaced according
to the certified working life of the barrier, which is about 25 years. For the sake of public safety, we
need to look at it more regularly.
Our plan is that about 10 years from now we will probably do a major exercise to look at the erected
barriers, maybe dismantle one or two to look at the state of the components and the less apparent
corners of the barrier. This exercise will be repeated at five-year intervals until a state we have a
fair understanding of the corrosion trend of these components in Hong Kong. By then we can say
whether it is a major problem or not. We do intend to make barriers long performing ones because
of the large number that we are installing and the reliance we are placing on it to help us to reduce
the landslide risk.
I am ready to consider different opinion as it is such a major exercise. Nothing is confirmed. The
above is just our current view and what we are doing at present. We are ready to consider whatever
alternatives that may appear.
L Swann:
Corinna, do you have any views on this based on your experience in Switzerland?
C Wendeler:
The environment in Switzerland is different from that in Hong Kong. In Switzerland, there is minor
corrosion on lower quality connections such as pins and shackles but not in the major barrier system.
This may not be comparable to the situation in Hong Kong. In my opinion, Mr Chan’s views make
sense. In the first 10 years, there will not be significant corrosion due to coatings. After a decade
if a certain degree of corrosion is detected, we will have to look at the major components. It will be
best to have at least annual inspection on barriers 10 years after their installation.
In my opinion, the plan discussed by Mr Chan is suitable to Hong Kong. The problem we had with
maintenance in Switzerland is due to the country’s federal system so that there is no unified
maintenance plan across the country. Every canton is having its own barrier design and
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maintenance plan. While some are having annual inspection the others are not. Some concepts
also exist in Switzerland for the railway line.
Y C Chan:
The minor components we mentioned just now are actually not minor to the barrier’s monolithic
performance but critical. Even if the main cable stays, if a pin goes, that is the end of the cable in
performance. It is this type of small items that we have to pay attention to.
S L Chiu:
In Switzerland, is it a common practice to provide maintenance access to those barriers which are
built high up in the mountain? Will you be responsible to provide maintenance access to those
barriers for clearance of debris or inspection purpose?
C Wendeler:
In my presentation, I have shown you a good example of how the Swiss plan our barriers in Milibach.
We have developed a good concept on how to access to those 13 barriers for the clearance of debris
after an event, replacement of deteriorated elements, as well as inspection and maintenance. There
is a walking path along the whole length of barriers, which allows the community, i.e. people of the
two villages being protected by the barriers, to carry out annual inspection on barrier performance.
We have considered many different maintenance concepts in the planning stage and the above is a
good example.
W Roberts:
William Roberts from Mott MacDonald. I just had a fundamental question. It appears that the
materials retained by your barriers in Switzerland are mostly soils. In Hong Kong, we are more
concerned with flexible barriers for boulders released in catchments. It seems to me that that is a
fundamental contradiction.
C Wendeler:
If you have big blocks or boulders at your site, you have to consider boulder impact in your barrier
design in certain load cases. You will have to go in the field to look at the maximum boulder size,
do the calculations and numerical simulations. You may also need to consider a boulder hit on the
main component, e.g. a post or a support rope, and see what will happen to the complete barrier
system if one rope damaged by the boulder hit. So for these load cases, you really have to consider
a certain boulder impact.
As for the velocity, you can study two load cases, viz. a boulder released by a normal rockfall and a
boulder transported in a debris flow. For the first case, you can estimate the velocity of the boulder
from a normal rockfall by looking at the slope angle. For the second case, if the boulder is
transported in the front and on top of the debris flow, you can estimate the impact velocity according
to that of the debris flow. I will include the two rockfall barrier designs in your whole design
concepts for the flexible nets in Hong Kong then.
L Swann:
Hart, do you have any comments on the debris? I know you have in your paper a section on
boulder fall which you did not have time to present. So, do you have any comments on boulders
versus debris flow?
J R Hart:
I suppose another reason for the choice is the costs.
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If you are looking at a rockfall or boulder fall

issue then it is probably a different type of barrier than if you are looking at the debris, and also a
different type of barrier if you got boulders within your debris, which is probably the majority of the
cases in Hong Kong. I think what Leslie is referring to is more the case of the study into boulders
when there are unstable boulders, aren’t there, Leslie?
L Swann:
Your view is that the differences between barriers for debris flow and boulder falls do actually
require different solutions and each may come to a different analysis independently in terms of
design solution.
J R Hart:
As regard to boulders within debris flows, I am sure it is an evolving science. When you have
boulders within debris, these boulders can move forward, sideways or even float. You often see
that, from debris flow deposits from hundreds of years old, the boulders are floating within the
matrix. Sometimes they are concentrated on the base, but maybe these boulders got there before the
rest of the debris came along. I think it is quite a complex process. I guess for barriers design you
will have to consider a boulder frontal load, perhaps, as well as boulders coming down within finer
debris.
Y C Chan:
One thing that we have found as we studied the behaviour of the flexible barrier designed on the
force approach is that the effectiveness of the tension element (e.g. cable) in taking pressure depends
on its extra length, which I call it slack length, which is the length extra to the spacing between
anchorage. In the Geobrugg design, there are brake elements serving as the slack length. The
brake element can actually handle part of the energy from these frontal boulders. Now, the whole
thing is crude because we do not even know how the ordinary debris interact with the barriers so we
have to focus on what we can do first and then gradually upgrade our understanding on the situation.
On the whole, we see examples that the barrier works and we know approximately what is happening.
A lot of work is undergoing to improve our understanding and I think that is the best we can say
about the situation.
C M Wong:
A question for Dr Wendeler. I am C M Wong from C M Wong and Associates. I think you know
quite well for the design of the flexible barrier. Now, in Switzerland, when you design the rockfall
barrier, you have done a full-scale test on impact so you know the capability of that barrier. I
understand that you have been embarking on a new program for debris-resisting barriers called
FARO. Now, can you update us on the latest situation in Switzerland? When you design a debris
flow barrier, will you perform analysis using FARO for every single barrier or you are adopting a
modular approach? And currently, when you design a debris-resisting barrier in Switzerland, would
you adopt the force approach or energy approach?
C Wendeler:
Thank you for this question. Actually, since 2008, no debris flow barriers in Switzerland are
designed with energy approach anymore, because we think that this approach does not represent the
real behaviour of the filling up process of a debris flow. So in Switzerland, all debris flow barriers
and all open hillside barriers are designed by the pressure approach.
C M Wong:
When you design by the pressure approach, do you actually design and analyse every debris barrier,
or you have some sort of modular approach, just by plugging in the parameters and get the barrier
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design done?
C Wendeler:
It depends on the project itself. If the dimensions of the barrier is more or less like a standard
barrier with the span width not larger than 20 m and a height of less than 6m, and the designer is
familiar with the pressure he is expecting for the design debris flow event, then we can go for a
standard system. But most of the time, you cannot put the posts of debris flow barriers, and also
open hillside barriers, at the right post distance for a standard system. For example, the span width
within a channel is wider than 20 m. In these cases, I think a customer design must be available and
we use our numerical model with the software FARO to do the special design for barriers in
Switzerland. Then the design has to be approved by the Federal Government in Switzerland before
it is realized.
B Sas:
I am Bob Sas, Senior Geologist of Fugro. My question is for Professor Chan and Dr Wendeler.
Professor Chan, in your examples today, you presented a loading scenario which the debris was
distributed in bilateral symmetry. Have you considered or making any effort to model the debris
impact in asymmetrical geometry? And also, Dr Wendeler, what was the situation in Switzerland
with the similar approach?
S L Chan:
Thank you for your question. I think the beauty of doing this sort of analysis is that it is very
flexible, just like finite element analysis. Your model can be asymmetrical, or basically whatever
shape you want. About the impact, we have described the conversion of energy in a slide: dynamic
energy converted to the strain energy. We can see how much strain energy that the structure can
absorb as compare to the dynamic energy of the debris. If we have a model of every flexible barrier
in our computer program, which is very cheap, then we can check the effect of corrosion on any
barrier. For example, if we have any components of a barrier corroded, you can estimate the
reduction in barrier capacity using computer simulation. Actually there is another similarity for
design of this kind of system is against the earthquake or seismic design. We can use force
approach, which is the spectrum analysis, or we can use the time history approach, which is more
like the energy approach. Therefore, I think this kind of technology to me is quite well-established
and also very flexible.
C Wendeler:
I think with numerical simulation, you are always quite flexible. You can enter any geometry and
apply any load you want. But you have to think about if it makes sense or not. In a debris flow
channel, normally you have a certain debris front acting the load over the whole span width or over
certain channel geometry. You can of course consider the load acting on only one side, say the
lower side, of the barrier. Same with considering corrosion in the ropes or rings, with numerical
modelling, you can enter the maximum strains of your element in the calculations. So, with this
kind of dimensioning concept, you are always flexible in looking at certain load cases. So, what is
important is that, at the beginning phase, you define certain load cases which are critical for your
barrier design, and record it clearly so that people can understand your calculations and check it later
on. For example, if you consider in the design that the maximum capacity of a component is
reduced by 10% due to corrosion in ten years, then people must understand your design after ten
years, and can go to the field to inspect the components to see if the 10% assumed in your
calculations is valid or not.
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S L Chiu:
My question is a general question. Having learnt from all speakers this morning, it seems to me
that structural analysis or deformation analysis of flexible barrier is fairly sophisticated and difficult
for practicing engineer to use in their daily design work. I am wondering if a prior approval system
for flexible barrier systems may be helpful in Hong Kong. With such system, practicing engineers
in Hong Kong can just choose the barrier system with the required capacity. I think it would
simplify our daily design work.
Y C Chan:
I think this is a good idea and we will consider it. Every structure can be analysed in the most
sophisticated manner but there are some basic principles that it must obey. I think as a start, it
might be useful to check the critical elements. In this case, we can start with the horizontal cable
elements, and then with the rotating posts and the tie-backs. I think if we can start with that type of
things, we can get quite a good idea of what is happening there.
L Swann:
I’ve got one question which intended to be directed to Charles, but Clarence would be happy to
answer this. All of the experiments that you have carried out are on dry sand. However, as we all
know that debris flow is a combination of soil and water. What is your plan to model a proper
debris flow in the flume and try to compute and compare the results?
C E Choi:
Thank you for your comment. Certainly, debris flow consists of two phases, liquid and the solid
phase, but for simplicity we are starting off with the solid phase. We first need to understand the
interaction mechanisms for simple granular flow before we add water to form a saturated mixture.
Certainly, that is in future works to consider two-phase debris slurry.
C Wendeler:
I want to add one point. If you add fluid to your two-phase materials, you have to look into your
grain size comparing to the height and the distance of your baffles, and bring these to the scale of
your flume test. I think this will help you to understand the mechanism in your model. And then
maybe go for a full-scale test as well. I think that is quite important for interpreting the results of
your laboratory testing. It is always hard to scale up laboratory tests, but I think you can learn a lot
about the process itself from the results of laboratory testing if you look carefully into some
dimensionless numbers and make comparisons. I think you will get the best out of the test results
for the future works on full-scale baffles.
C E Choi:
Yes, certainly. Thank you for your comments. Thus far, as regard to the dimensionless values to
attain dynamic similarity, there are five values, i.e. Reynolds number, Froude number, etc. We have
considered scaling of flow as regard to the Froude number corresponding to gravitational
components, which is ideal for impact. So that has a correspondence to the field scale. Secondly,
in regards to configuration, we have used simplified normalized configurations so as to correspond
and replicate to field more easily, for example normalizing flow depth with the height of the baffles.
One of the variables we discussed earlier was grain size effect. Certainly, this has to be considered,
but for our study the primary objective of the baffles is to attenuate the flow energy and not to create
retention of volume through the soil mechanics process of arching. So we have used two empirical
slip-down arching formulations to ensure that our baffles do not have arch length sufficient for arch
formation. And we only focused on the energy attenuation process.
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S L Chan:
I would like to add one comment in response to the second last question. I think analysis and
design by finite element non-linear analysis is not that difficult. These programs are very popular
and widely used in universities. Also, the Eurocode now recommends a lot of non-linear analysis
methods for engineers to design structures better. I think in the long run, we engineers in Hong
Kong, or in fact in other places as well, should not avoid the change in technology. In the past old
days, it is very difficult to perform a non-linear analysis as the computers are too slow. It might
take a few days. But now it is so easy. I think coding a computer program like this may be a bit
time consuming, which might take a decade, but using the program should not be that difficult.
C Wendeler:
I think that is good summary. In future, we will have computers of much better capacity. Design
of debris flow barriers, both rigid and flexible ones, will be done by computer simulations. I think a
very important step for the flexible barrier design is that we are able to perform fluid-structure
interaction analysis. That gives the best results to the barrier design. But of course, at the moment,
the calculation time is still long. We have one project in Switzerland using fluid-structure
interaction calculations for open hillside barriers, using an open source Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) code called OpenFOAM coupled with FARO. At the moment, it takes around
several hours to get the final results. If we can use the pressure approach or energy approach
instead to design the barrier with, say, within 10% difference in loads derived by coupled analysis,
then we have to think about whether we need to perform computer simulations which take such a
long time or we still derive the impact pressures and forces, impose them on components and do a
rough calculation. So, I think we should keep this in mind for future.
L Swann:
If there are no more questions, then I would like to call this question and answer session to an end.

2

Afternoon Session

D Martin:
So the floor is open for discussion. Can you please state your name and affiliation if you would like
to ask a question? May we have some questions please?
S L Chiu:
My name is S L Chiu of AECOM. My question is to Mr Kimura. Mr Kimura, thank you for your
presentation. In your presentation, you mentioned in the field tests, earth pressure gauge was used
to measure the impact pressure. Could you elaborate a little bit more about how was it arranged to
make it happen?
Y Kimura:
The gauge was a bigger one.

It was described by Dr Axel Volkwein.

D Martin:
So perhaps, I think a speaker from this morning can handle it.
C Wendeler:
I was performing the test from the Geobrugg side and Dr Axel Volkwein was from the WSL side.
The impact pressure was measured around 1.5 or 2 metres before the net. We had these pressure
load tests which you could see as well in Brian McArdell’s presentation with the small cell and the
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big cell. And with these load cells, we were measuring the impact pressure directly in front of the
net before the flow hitting the net. So, the impact pressure was far away, not to be disturbed by the
first hit of the net. So, the flow regime was more or less still undisturbed. We were also measuring
the pressure afterwards when the flow hitting into the net. And with these pressure sensors, we
could estimate the impact pressure in the kilo Pascal.
Chen:
I am from UST, and my question is to Mr Axel Ng. During your presentation, you mentioned you
used the pressure to design the flexible barrier for the channelized debris flow. So, in order to
quantify the pressure, we need to calculate the intensity parameters like the discharge, the velocity or
the thickness of debris flow. The debris flow occurrence is always an uncertainty. We cannot
determine the frequency of occurrence of a debris flow. So, as a designer, how could we quantify
those intensity parameters like the velocity, the discharge for an unknown debris flow event?
A K L Ng:
Thank you for your question. I think I answer that maybe in two levels. One is that the likelihood
of occurrence of event. At the moment, we are designing the barrier to take one hit. So if one
event happened, then there would be debris caught by the barrier. We expect someone to clear it
before the next event. So that’s the basic assumption: one-event design. Secondly, it is about the
parameters, like the velocity, thickness and the coefficients converting the velocity to pressure. To
start with, these are basic parameters we tried. I think the suggestion notes make it very clear that
that’s the first step we used in a design. As Mr Y C Chan mentioned this morning, we need
monitoring. We need field data to calibrate those data, but before that, we tend to be more
conservative in using those parameters and come up with a pressure. You may notice that the
pressure that we used is quite high compared to what people measured in the field. We are talking
about three hundred. So, actually I am glad that I am on the safe side, you know, on the high side.
But in a long run, I think that more work need to be done to find those parameters.
B Sas:
My name is Bob Sas from Fugro. My question is for Dr McArdell. In your experience in
modelling runout of debris flows, what is the best topographic data set? And how was the data
acquired and processed? Thank you.
B McArdell:
In Switzerland, we have two-and-a-half-metre LiDAR DTM available for the entire country. And
that’s generally insufficient for modelling channelized debris flow because the channel was not
adequately represented in the topography. We’ve collected data, aerial photogrammetry data to
half-metre resolution grids. That’s generally sufficient. However, it’s quite expensive to collect
that data. We also have some experience with the terrestrial laser scanning, but that often take us a
lot of work. In general, we think at least for modelling debris flow to complex urban terrain, you
generally need to have a sufficient resolution that you can see the channels in a height model.
That’s my general recommendation.
B Sas:
As far as how the LiDAR data processed, which technique would you recommend?
B McArdell:
We just buy the finished LiDAR products.

I haven’t looked at the raw data.
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B Sas:
Okay. Thank you.
C E Choi:
This question is for Dr McArdell as well. You presented a modified Voellmy model. I noticed in
one of your comparisons from a modified and non-modified model, the modified one had more
lateral dispersion. What exactly your modified Voellmy model do to create this lateral dispersion?
As we know, the turbulence coefficient doesn’t have a clear physical meaning. It’s more a fitting
parameter. But I did notice there is more lateral dispersion. Could you please elaborate on what
the modified process created?
B McArdell:
Actually in my experience, the modified Voellmy relation produces a narrower runout. I am not
sure which test case that was. In some point in the last six months, when we made a release, we
actually subtracted that from the topography so there is less lateral dispersion. In the past, we just
set a landslide block on top of the surface, and then it automatically flows to the side and down the
slope. It could be, if possible that, one of those simulations have a block on the surface and then the
other have a block inside the topography. For the users of programme, you have to click the box
and it automatically subtracts the topography. So you don’t have to modify the DTM yourself. So,
I think you might have not seen the results of two different initial conditions. Otherwise, I thought I
would try to eliminate all those.
C E Choi:
Thank you.
K K S Ho:
Ken Ho, from GEO. Actually I have two questions, also for Dr McArdell. It relates to the load
deformation characteristics of the brake elements. The first question is: we know that the load
deformation characteristic is a function of strain rate, and it’s different for a static test as compared to
a dynamic test. I just wonder whether you would rely on the dynamic test for getting the load
deformation characteristics for inputting into your computer model, whether for back analysis or for
forward prediction. And in particular, if you are using the dynamic test, whether the test itself has
been standardized or accredited with a standard testing procedure? Second question, as a follow-up,
relates to the actual range of variability of a given type of brake ring in terms of degree of
consistency of the test results. Also, I would be interested to know the sampling rate for testing in
practice. Whether you test every one or you test one-in-ten or one-in-hundred?
B McArdell:
I believe we sampled at 100Hz for those measurements. So that was an actual result of individual
impacts. As far as the repeatability of the tests, we were actually trying to use experiments by
systematically varying the materials. We were trying to create a flow that looked realistic and
behaved realistically. There was some variability, but in general, many of the flows were very
similar. So I think, looking at those data, we can evaluate how similar they were in the end.
However, many of the experiments were designed by Dr Wendeler. So, maybe she can address that
in more detail. But in general, they followed a very precise mixture of setting up of material, and
the water content was as precisely controlled as possible, given that we were preparing 50 cubic
meters of sediments. And, I am sorry, the first question? Again?
K K S Ho:
We concern the load deformation characteristics that you assumed for your modelling, in respect of
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the brake elements.
B McArdell:
I haven’t worked with the brake elements at all.
those?

Corinna, can you help me say something about

C Wendeler:
You mean the brake elements in shallow landslide test, or you mean the brake elements in debris
flow testing? I think there is something different in application.
K K S Ho:
Modelling of brake elements, say in FARO.
C Wendeler:
In FARO? Okay. There, you use the dynamic curve of the brake elements, so the elongation-force
curve of the dynamic testing of the brake element.
K K S Ho:
The question is whether the dynamic test itself has been standardized or whether it has been
accredited with the standard procedure.
C Wendeler:
This is a company procedure, and it is not discussed here in the audience.
K K S Ho:
It’s the company procedure.

I see. No national standard?

C Wendeler:
No, not at all, and not yet. I think maybe it will come up, but we are one of the first ones testing our
brake element dynamically. I think no company has done it yet.
K K S Ho:
Okay. Good.
D Martin:
We have a time limit on the room. So, I am going to call the question and answer session to a close.
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